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SUMMARY 
Results are presented of an investigation to develop simpli-
fied methods for deslgni!lg exha.ust-pipe shrouds to proyide desired 
or maximum. cooling of ey.haust installations in ;~d:lich the dynamic 
pressure of flight is utilized to force the cooling air through the 
shroud. Design equations der1 ved from fundamental l a ws of hea.t ·· 
transfer and press'l.U'e (U'op are given for para.llel- and. counter-flow 
exhaust-pipe-shroud syste!nS. The only da.ta required. for use in the 
design equati'one are the upstream 'temperatures and flow rates of 
the exha.ust gas and cooling air and the upstream pressures of the 
cooling air . The design equations for the pa-rallel-flow system 
were v~rified within the limits of engineering accuracy for one 
shroud to exhaust-pipe diameter ratio by tests of an .experimental 
exhaust-pipe-shroud setup. The e'lu.atlons have no d1ameter-ratio 
limitations provided that cooling-a:l.r flow in the 8Th'1ulus is turbu-
lent. The verification of these equations for one diameter ratio 
lends support to the belief tha.t the equa.tions are applicable to 
all practica.l shroud to exhaust-pipe diameter ra.tios for 'Which the 
cooling-air flow is expected to be turb~ent • Although no tests of 
counter-flow systems were run, the counter-flow equations are believed 
to be equally applicable because of their similarity to the parallel-
flow equations. 
For .simplification of the design equa.tionS, constant values 
of 0.24 and 0 .30 were used for the specific hea:GS of cooling air and. 
exhaust gas, respectively, and air properties were substituted for 
exhaust-gas properties in determining the heat-transfer coefficient 
'of the exhaust ~.8. Calculations showed tha.t these subet1 tutions 
for the preCise terms have a negligible effect on the accuracy of 
results 'obtained with the design equations. . 
Detailed procedures and charts for the deSign of shrouds are 
presented for both parallel-flow ahd. counter-flow systems. Thf3se 
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procedures permit the determination of the proportions of an exhaust-
pi pe shroud that will provide desired cooling of t he exhaust instal-
lati on or, if d.eaired cooling cannot be attained, permit the deter-
mina.tion of the proportions of . the shroud that will pl 'ovide the 
max:iJnum cooling and the values of installation temperatures that 
will exist with that shroud~ The design procedures, ba.sed on the 
deri ved equations, are complete in themselves as regards shroud 
clesign. An example of the USE! of the shroud-design procedures for 
a four-engine bamber is included. 
The equa~ions and methods of shioud desi gn presented are 
believed to be directly a.pplicable to the d.esign of shrollds for the 
tail pipes of jet engines provided the'!; the lUDli nos i ty of the gases 
in t he tail pipe is negligible and the cooling air exits to the 
atmosphere. For jet-engine installations i n imich t he luminosity 
of the gases is not negligible, hOvTever, the present analysis must 
be extended to include the hea.t t r ansfer to the eY.haust pipe by gas 
radiation. If the cooling'-air exit pressure is decreased from 
atmospheri c pressure by means of flaps or ejector pumps, the method 
of application of the pr.essure-drop relations to shroud design pre-
sented must be mOdified to account for the departure from atmos-
pheric ·pressure at the cooling-air exit. 
:mrRODUCTION 
Shrouded exhaust-pipe systems are generally used in airplanes 
to reduce the fire hazard, to cool the exhaust pipe, t o reduce the 
heat radiated to other components of the installation, and to cool 
the exhaust gas flowing to turbines. An illUstration of such a 
system is shown as fi E,'1.ll'e 1. The systems usua~ly comiist of an 
exhaust pipe surrounded by another pipe, with cooling air paSSing 
through the annular space formed by the pipes and reducing the 
tempera.tures of the exhaust gas and the plpes. 
Although many of the necessary fundamenta~ data have been 
available, i>he design of shrouded exhaust-pipe systems has been 
hampered by the lack of a coorclir~ted rational des i gn procedure. 
This difficulty has undoubtedly been one of the impor tant reasons 
that shroud system trouble has been so prevalent. 
The present pa.per is divided into two parts, The purpose of 
part I is to present (a ) an analysiS of the heat exchange and the 
pressure drop in parallel-flow and counter-flo"T exha.ust-pi pe shroud 
systems arid (b ) a.n experimental verification of the analysis for 
the parallel-flow system over a representative range of air- and 
gas-flow r ates. Part II pr esents detailed procedures to facilitate 
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application of the analysis to shroud design. A summary of the 
necessary physical properties of air and exhaust gases, extended 
,mere necessary, is given in an appendix. 
SYMBOLS 
3 
In addition to the following definitions of symbols, a gr-aphical 




· c p 
D 
d 
duct cross -6ection8~ area, square feet 
velocity of sound, feet per second 
constant in equations (26) and (31) 
instantaneous specific heat of fluid at constant pressure, 
Btu/ ( Ib ) ( o.F) 
mean of instantaneous specific heats of fluid at constant 
pressure, Btu/(lb)(~) 
(
4 x Cross-sectional area) hydraulic diameter of duct, feet 
Hetted perimeter 
diameter, feet 
shape mofuLLus in radiation equation 




FE emissivity modulus in radiation equation 
f friction factor (6pf~\; aleo used for fuel-air ratio 
4q1 ) 
g ra.tio of absolute to gr-8vitationa.l unit of mass, pounds per 
slug, or acceleration due to gravity, feet per second 
per second 
R mean total pressure, pounds per square foot 
h heat-transfer coeffiCient, Btu/(sec)(sq ft)(~) 
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J mechanical eQuJvalent of heat, foot poUnds per Btu (77 8) 
k thermal conductivity cif fluid flow, Btu/( sec) ( sQ ft)('-T/ft) 
1. length between stations, feet 
M Mach number 
m mass rate of fluid flow, slugs per second " 
N any number to be ra.ised to 0.8 and to 1. 8 
n an exponent 
p mean static pressure, pounds per sQuare f oot absolute 
Q Quantity of heat dissipated, Btu per second 
Q mean dynamic prassure, pounds per square f oot (~p~r) 
Q average of upstream and dmmstream mean d~rnami c pressures, 
povnds per sQuare foot 
S surface area of body through "'hich heat i s bei nf, transferred 
T mixed mean temperatvre, or abs olute 
t mixed mean temperature, ~ 
V mean fluid "velOCi t y, feet ~er second (~) " 
V value of velocity such that pV = Pl Vl = P2V2' feet per second 
vI 
z = 
weight rate of fluid flow, pounds per second 
CPevle 
6 denotes difference 
E emissi vi t ;<,' 
e temperature difference, ~ 
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absolute viscosi~~ of fluid, slugs per .fopt-second 
. .1 
p mean density of flu5d, slugs per cubic foot (0.000583 pjT) 
p average of upstream and_ (lO'WIlstream mean densities of fluid, 
slugs per cubic foot 
factor dependinG on ratio of pipe diameters in heat-transfer 
e~uation (See e~uation (19).) 
¢ 'factor depencLing on ratio of pipe diameters in fricti on-
factor e~uation (See e~\).a.tion (27).) 
\jr l-Z~ "~l+ ~_) :::: 
cPe'''e 1 
ha +~ he 
l+Z~ "~l+ ~ ) ill CPe14Te 1 
ha + hr he 
R Reynolds number 
Pr ?randtl num1)er 
a ratio of ~ensity to standard sea-level density (p/0.002378) 
Subscripts: 
a cooling air 
b bend 
d diffuser 
e exhaust ga s except ,·;hen Hseel with DE: i'Then it refers to 
shroud, exit 
f friction presst~e drop 
h due to heating of coolin3 a.ir 
i inlet duct to shroud 
m at manifold 
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o free stream 
p exhaust pipe 
l' denotes ra.diation heat transfer 
6 shrouo. 
t total or stagnation conditions 
x refers to any stat :LCll1 x feet from shroud entrance 
1 station 1 
2 station 2 
3 station 3 
0-1 from free stream to station 1 
1-2 from station 1 to 2 





I A N A L Y SIS A ~~ D V E R ' I F' I CAT ION 
ANALYSIS OF HEAT EXCF...ANGE AND PRESSURE DROP 
IN EXH.A.UST-PIPE-sRROUD SYSTEMS 
An adequate exhaust-pipe-shroud system i s one for which all 
parts of the system and the o.mmstream exhaust-gas are belO'l" 
limi ting teT®erattU'es and the pressure drop required. for forCing 
air throU[)1 the s;}Tstem does not exceed the presst1.re c.rop available . 
The analysis of such a system, consequently, req,uires eq,uations for 
predictinG desiGn temperatures and pressure orop on the cooling-air 
side of the s~Tstem . These eq1-1Btions shoul(l be in a form such that 
the desireci. temperatures and pressure losses "rill be a function of 
lmO'l·;n condi tiona. The present analysis derives such equa.tions for 
the usual straic;ht anxlU18r exhaust-pipe-shroud s~rstems for both the 
case of parallel flovT and the case of c01. 1Ilter flow' . The simplifying 
assumption of strai;3:ht flovT is mao.e, inasmuch as bends increase the 
local heat transfer and coolinB-a ir pressure losses and therefore 
should be avoided. In the present anal~l' sis coolinG air f10'1<16 in 
the annular space around the exhaust pipe, 1mich is the case usually 
encounterec . . 
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Parallel Flow 
IIeat-exchanlSe processes in ey,haust-pipe"sh:roud combinations ' .-
------- - ._ ... -
The analys.;.s for parallel flow' is for the case of 0Y.hanst-gas 
miJ...'t1..'trG and cool.Lng ail" floi-ling in the same clir8ction. (See 
fig. 2(a).) ]'or a. Ilarallel-flow exhaust-pipe-slll~oUC corribination · 
with exh:3W=lt r:a3 flm'Jing in tl~e inner pipe 8..'1(1 cooJi!,~; air flo"vling 
in the annular space, the med'.t.anism of heat tra.~U3f0I · j. B (,1S follow's: 
(a) Heat fl0"vg frbm the ex.'-1aust gos to the eYll.cust pipe by 
forced convectioll 
(b) Rent flc)'T,;s from the exhaust ga.s to the eyJl.E'.l).I3t 1)1po by 
thermal radiati ,)n 
(c) Hea.t fbi,IS from the exha:UBt pipe to the cooli ng 8.ir by 
forced convection 
(d) HORt flo"v;a from the (}Xr..f.:l'...lSt pj.pe to the srn.'ou.d by JGhermal 
radiation trJ.!.'ou {?,.h. the co\)]Jnl:~ e i r ~,n.-:.i ~h is a IlOllli bUt >:t<)5.ng medium 
(e) IIoat is exchanlje·:;' b~)hT0en the shrowl 8':1(1 tl:e cooling air 
by f orced COllv6ct:Lon 
(f) Heat flo'\'j[J from the shroud to the sUl':::'ol1ndlng atmosphere 
by natural conve(~tion 
The thermal rad:1ation f l'om the exhaust (:,'as to the exb.aust pipe 
has been neglecte d in this ana.lys is . By use of t hE! r adi Rtion 
formu . .las for nonluminous gase8, ca lculations shoy1 ·:'1iE: b t:.~i8 rae_ia"; 
tioD is 8108 11 provirled. that afterburning d.oes not OCCllT. If combus-
tion with a l urn..:i.nous flame does oC~1.1r, the heat transfer to the pipe 
will be gr'oat2.y increased, ancl the analysis shor:ld 1-e extended to 
include this offset . The heat .loss from the shroueJ. by natural con-
vection viII also be no(,;lected . It is assumed that. t he heat given 
up by the exhanst gas is equal to that picked up by '\.; )le cooling air. 
The fll.l..i.d temperature differences for use i n the convection-heat-
transfer fOr'..Jl.'.tias are determ.-:'ned. from the true .1~em:r (,;I'a tlU~(':s , although 
for preCiseness, stae;nation temperatures shoul~ bG u.sec . In w811-
desi@lecl shrouds, hm'leyer, the cooling-air ycloct t::'es are low enough 
to make the error lntroduced by use of true tempel'[1 t ·I.'·'es negli8·1ble . 
The design temperatt1.res in an exheuat -pipe-sm'oud system ,rlth 
parallel flow are the downstream e:J; S temper3tv.rF.'l t el) ( 'I·men a 
'-
turbosupercharger is used), the exhaust-:()ipe t eIUpera-c 1')"eo tp' and 
the shroud temperatures ts . (See fig. 2 (a). ) In the present paper 
-----~~-~-------~--------- _. - - .. ---- . 
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equations are given for these design temperatures. Assumptions are 
made herein, Which are thought to be permissible vmerever it is 
advantageo1..\8 to the s implIfication of the final results. 
Equations for. d.esign tem.peratv.res. - The heat transfer from a 
hot gas to a oold- gas can be represented by the equat:i.on 
Q = hes (1) 
where 
h mean heat-transfer coefficient 
e mean temperature difference 
S surface area of body tb,rough Which heat is being transferred 
For the present case of the pnrallel~flow ey.haust -pipe-shroud 
system it C8J). be ShOvffi by use of inf'orTJ.8.t ion available in standard 






he ha + hr 
(2 ) 
where he and ha are convection-heat-transfer coefficients on the 
gas and air sides, respectively, a.T1d ~ is tho r adlant-heat-transfer 
coefficient from pipe to shroud, and 
e 





el = tel - tal (4) 
e2 = te - t (5) 2 a2 
'~----~.~ 
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The use of the log mean temperature difference (equation (3)) is 
based on the postulate that he} ha' and h:r do not vary along 
the tube length. The area S for the system is assumed t o be 
( 6) 
The sma.ll difference in pipe area on gas and air s i des is neglected 
in the theory presented herein and the 'outer diameter of the pipe 
is used. 
The heat lost by the eYllaust gas and gained by t he cooling air 
can be obtained by meallS of the follow:i.ng equations: 
In these equations cPe and cPa 
of the instantaneous specific heats 
between stations 1 and 2. 
( 8) 
are the integrated mean values 
cp and cp , J~especti vely, e a 
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If equation (7) i s made equal to equation (8), the follo ..... d.ng expres-
sion is obtained for ta2: 
( 12) 
Substitutlng for ta2 in equation (9) t he equivalent value &iven 
by equation (J2) and solving the result i ne:: eCluation f or te2 gives 
the following equat i on for the dO'Wl1stream exhaust-rsas temperature: 
The exhaust-pipe temperatures can be obtained. i"Q th reasonable 
accuracy from an equation which neglects radiant-heat transfer from 
the exhaust pi pe to the shroud. This equation i s obtained by lnaki ng 
the heat transferred by convection from the gas t o the pi pe equal 
t o the heat transferred from the pipe to the cool ing a i r f or a dif-
ferentiallenBth dl. (See fi g . 2(a).) At any point x the equa-
tion for pipe temperature becomes 
(14 ) 
Equation (14) is applicable to any station i f the appropriate gas 
and air tempera t ures are used . The dQvi!lstream pipe t emperature tp2 
is cletermined f r om the o.ownst ream a i r temperature ta2 and gas tem-
perature te2 "Which are obtained ~rom equations (12) and (13). 
The shroud. metal temperature at each sta t ion j .S assumed to be 
equal to the corresponding cooling-air temperat ure at t ha t station 
in order to avoi d t he necessi ty for solving complicated analytical 
equations f or the shroud temperatures. This as s um.ption is conserva-
tive) f or in the normal case the shroud temperature 18 slightly 
lm'Ter t han the adjacent mean cooling-air tempcJ.~ature . 
From equations (J2) to (14) and the 8illIphfyi ng assumptions 
given f or shroud temperatures, the desi gn t emperat.ures can be deter-
mined from the dimensions of the exha ust-pipe-shroud syst em .• the 
I 
~ 
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upstream temperatures J the air and gas flm., rates , the specific 
hea t s of air and gas, and the heat-transfer coefficients , all of 
whi ch vrill be known in ~ design problem. The e~ue.tions for the 
heat-transfer coefficients are given in the follovdns section. 
11 
Fundamental laws for heat-transfer coefficients. - The relatioPl, 
betvleen the convection-heat-transfer coefficient, t he exhaust-gas ' 
factors, and the exhaust-pi.pe diameter is ShoviIl in tho following 
equation based on the law of heat transfer for turbulent flow in 
pipes as given in reference 1, page 168: 
-= (15) 
The gas properties are determined at the bulk temperature of the 
fluid Which to be precis~ spould be the intesrated. mean temperature 
from station 1 to statlqU 2\ Actually, hovever, t he bulk tempera-
ture can be token as the ~emperature at the upstream station with 
little error in he" because thepredominatins factor affecting he' 
as shovm by e~uation (15), is . the · mass · flo,"T per unit area. The 
upst ream temperature vla.S usecl in the present work . If, instead 
of gas properties at the temperature tel beinG used, air properti es 
determined at the same temperature could be used ,·dth little error, 
the necessity for deterIilini ng the fuel-air';'rat'10 and the hydrogen-
carbon-ratio f a ctors 1rould be avoided and the' e~uations would be 
somewhat simplified. :S~r substitution of a ir properties determined 
at t emperature t el an d\ the equation 
(16) 
i n equation (15) the heat-transfer-coefflcient e~uation for exhaust 
Bas t hen becomes 
J 
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or 
An equation similar in form to equation (15) can be used. to 
d.etermine the convection-heat··transfer coefficient ha in the 
annular space. The d.iameter ~, hmvever) must be repla.ced by the 
equi valent (or hydra uli c) diameter of the annular spa ce ds - d.p ' 
(See reference 1, 1'.200, and references 2 to 4 .• ) .. In addition, 
according to reference 3, the. constant 0.023 must be multiplied by 
a factor de:pendent u:pon the ratio of the diameters of the inner and 
the outer pipes. Thi s factor is 
2 
ds 
_ (~;)2 + 1 log -
e O. 
¢ = '1' (19) 
0·S _ 01> _ ds ds 2- lo'£? 
01> ds <ip °e 0..1' 
References 1 and 2 make no mention of such a factor, but a general 
review of the literature on annu,lar . spa.ces sl:\bws an increase in 
heat transfer of annular 'spaces as compared with that of c~rcule.r 
pipes. This factor vQll therefore be included in ' the present 
analysis. The Prandtl number for air (c:Pa~a C/ka) is about 
constant and equal to approximately 0.73 over a large range of 
inlet-air temperature. Also, 101la. can be substituted for ka 
wi th little error. v!i th the foregoing assumptions and the fa ct 
that VaPag eqi.lZ1 1s the wei ght rate of air flow' divided by the 
croBa - sectional area of the 811:'lular space, the eqtJ.a.tion for he 
becomes 
(20) 
The upstream temperature tal Vias used instead of the bulk tempera.-
ture of t he fluid to determine the air property in equation (20) 
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because the mass flow per unit area is the pre~ominating factor 
affecting he and the error involved is therefore negligible. 
The express~on for the radiant-hea.t-transfer coefficient hr 
is deriveo. in the following manner: The heat transfer by radiation 
from the eY.l1.a.ust pipe to the shrouo. a.t any point x and for a dif-
ferentia.l length d~ (see fig. 2(a)) can be expressed by the equa-
tion (reference 5, p. 50) 
"' d~ (21) 
The temperature.s Tpx and T s are the appropriate pipe and. shroud 
x . 
temperatures. For the uS\).al shroud-desisn problem it can be shown 
by means of an equation in reference 5, pace 51~, that the emissivity 
modulus FE is not I]ltlch ' smaller than ~he pipe amissi vi ty E • For 
. p -
the simplif i cation of the present ' analysis the approximation of Ep 
for FE wIll be used hereinafter . The shape modulus FA is a 
factor which allo,m for the geometrical position of the radiating 
surfaces and, for the case of 'an annular space, is equal to tmity 
(reference 5, p. 54). The radiant-heat transfer must be expressed 
in a form similar to that for convective heat transfer to obtain 
t he coefficient hr; thus ' 
By use of equations (21) and (22) and of factors given for FA 
and FE, the following equation for . hr can be .c.srived: 
(22) 
(23) 
The convection-heat-transfer coefficients he and ha have 
been shOi-lTl to be little affected by variatio;ns of temperatures along 
the l enGrth ano. consequently ",ere aSSt;lInea. constant along the length. 
Although the same assumption will cause appreciable inaccl..u'acies in 
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the coefficient ~, the fact that h:r ls so much smaller th~n ha 
causee :variations in , ~ to affect the over-all coefficIent h very 
liti:;le a~ can be sho"TIl by means of equation (2). The assumption has 
been made that hr is also constant along the pipe length. Use of 
the log-mean-temperature difference is based on the .postulate of the 
qonstancy ef the ceefficients in accordance "nth the statement in 
reference 2 that the use of this temperature ' difference "'Till be 
st1fficlently accurate for such systems. 
With the assumption tha~ the radiant-heat-transfer coefficient 
is invariant with the length', the ,temperatures of the pipe, the 
shroud, and the lUr at station 1 'can 'be 'usea.: in equation (23) to 
determine hr' The use of coolinB-air temperature for the shreud 
temperature can be made as previously recommended. The pipe tem-
perature" tp is determined by means of equation (14). 
" , 1 
Pressure loss in annular passa 8~' - The pressure loss through 
an annular passaGe consists of the friction cCrop, the loss due to 
acc~lerating the fluict, arret the lo.ss at the en t; thus 
(24) 
The friction pressure drop in an a~ulus (see references 1 
and 5) can be expressed. as follovTs: 
The frictien factor f fer smooth pipe varies "ivi th Reynelds number 
in the f ollovring man..Tler: 
C f = 
nn 
(26) 
Over a vrio.e range of Reynolds number in the turbl~lent regien fer 
pipes ef beth circular and annular cross sectien the value ef n 
is about 0.2. For pipes of circular cross section, the value of C 
is almest censtant ever this range and varieus resl1.1ts are in agree-
ment as to. the value. (Fer smeeth and cemmercial pipes, the values 
ef Care 0 .046 and 0.054, respectively.) There is a "Tide dissimi-
larity ef results fer the value ef C f er pipes ef annular cress 
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section. In references 1 and 2 the circu.lar-pipe va,lue of C is 
used with the Reynolds number based on the eqt~i valent diameter. In 
references 3 ano. 4 a much higher value for C is advocated than 
that for circular pipes as 'voll" as use of Re;~rnolds number based on 
the equivalent CLiameter. 'In' l'eference 3; f 'or instance, it was (J.oter-
mined from c1.ata, that the valli.e for C of circv.ler pipes should be 
increased by multiplying by the factor 
ds ¢ -+ 




For hot tests, also, 'no full agreement is reached as to the tempera-
ture to use in determining the properties of t he fluid. Some inves-
tiga,tors use a film temperature and others use -the bv.lk temperature 
of the flUid. Finally, for pipes that are not smooth an equati on 
in the form of equation (26) is not applicable for some ranges of 
Reynolds number and, even if i t ,'rere applicable, the value of C 
would depend upon the de~~~e of roughness. Because of the undecided 
status of results on 8rmular cross-section pipes and inasmuch a.s the 
steel generally used in the shroud systems has some roughness, the 
friction fa.ctors in the present tests vrere determined experilllentally 
in order to provide data imich wov~d be generally applicable to ' 
exhaust-pipe-shroud systems in airplane insta llations. ~he Re~molds 
numbers used herein were based on the equj.valen-c o.iameter of, the 
passage ds - t1>. 
If the variation of 
annular spa ce is assumed 




7. 3 densi t y vTi th length in the 
to be 'linear ) the continu.i ty equati on 
may be used to shmv that 
- PaVe --- + ---1 (- - ? C 1 ) 
4 , Pal Pa2 
(28) 
PaVe. (ds - dp') (29) ,-. 
!-La 
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and 
Do) 
From equations (25), (26), (28), (29), and (30), therefore, 
As in the heat-transfer equati.on J.:la can be determined at the tem-
perature tal with little error resulting in q,f. This procedure 
is used herein. 
The coolinG air is heated in passing through the annular passage. 
This heating of the air causes a. presaure drop to occur due to the 
expans~on of ~he air in addition to the frictional pressure drop. 
The pressure drop due co the expansion of the air is a large frac-
tion of the total pressure drop in the annular space • 
. The loes in total pressure due to acceleration of tQ,e air 




a = -p V 
-a 2 a a 
In the derivation of equation (30), compress1bj.lity factors were 
neglected because they had very lii;tle effect on the differences of 
dynamic pressures used to determine mh • Use of the continuity 
equa.tion and equations (30), (32) , and (33) leads to the following 
expression for 6Hh : 
... -.----------~-----~ 
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(34) 
In equation (31~ ) the constant ·factors reduce to 0 .000781. 
An eri t loss from the shroud to the free-8.11' stream is also 
present. Inasmuch as the velocities in the shroud ar e appreciable, 
it is a.ssumed that a.ll the veloci ty pressure is l ost at the exit. 
The assumption is also made that 1'82 equals the atmospheric pres-
sure which generally i8, or is close to, the ex:i.st :i.ng condition. 
Then 
The sum of the presBv.re drop due· to heat ins of the air and the 
pressure drop for the en t loss can· be ·expressecl in t he following 
form: 
This expression becomes, through use of equat i ons ( 3 L~ ) and (35), 
where 
Cal ra.tio of Pal to standard density at sea level 
The total pressure 108s in the exha.ust -p1pe-shrovd system, 
excluai va of any losses up to the beginning of ·the al1.ni)~ar passage, 
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will then be the summation of the 10s8es given by equations (31) 
and (37) 8S shown by equation (24), 
CotUlter Flow 
. Equations for a.esign temperatures, - In the ca.s e of . counter flow 
the dOvlIlstrerun exhaust-etls temperatur~ t~ and the temperatures 
at station 1 of the exhaust pipe and shroud ~, and t sl, respec-
tively, (fig. 2(b)) will be the design temperatvres f Ol' .Thich an 
adequate system must be obtained. For counter flovl, tal is the 
outgoing-a.ir temperature and tee is the incomin;5- aJr' temperature. 
(See fi B. 2(b).) 
ECJ.uationo ·(9), (12), and (14) are applicable to the case of 
counter flow 'YTith the follow.i.ng exceptions: 
(b) In equation (12), tal is interchanged with ta
2
' Substi-
tution of the equa.tion for downstream air tempera.t1.lr8 in equation (9-) 
f or counter flow results in the follOwing expression for t62: 
t~ -
t8Q(l - e1lt ) - tel(l- Z) 
z - eW· 
The design temperature tPl is obtained by use of equatio~ (14), 
the upstream ga.s temperature tel ' and the downstream air tempera-
ture tal' To o_etermine the shroud temperature ts 1 analytically 
involves complications sind.la.r to those in the case of parallel flow. 
Consequently, the method of. designing for air t emperature tal in 
place of shroud tempera.ture tSl used in parallel flow will also 
be used in the ca.se of cou..'1ter flow. · 
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As in the case of parallel flow the following assumptions are 
made for counter flm.".: 
(a) The heat-transfer coefficients are constant along the pipe 
length, Equations (18) and (20) are, therefore, appHcable for 
evaluating he and ha • 
(b) The upstream gas temperature tel can be used to evaluate 
the air propertj.es in equation (i8). 
(e) The upstream. a.ir temper ature tee can be used to evaluate 
a.ir viscosity in equa.tion (20). 
The radiant-heat-transfer coefftCient hr is eva.luated by use of 
equation (23), the pipe temperature t p2 , and the temperature ta2 
for both the air and shroud temperature~ , ' A trial-and-error solu-
tion necessitated by the use of te2 in equation (14) to evaluate tp2 
for use ·in the hr equation 'is avoided by the substitution of tel 
in place of t e2 , Since the gas tel!l]?erature drop is small, this sub-
stitution will ca.use little error in the calculated design tempera-
ture t~. 
Pressure drop.- Equations (24), (31), (34), (35), and (37) are 
applicable for the determination of pre8S1)1'e drop for the counter" 
flow case with the following exceptions: 
(a) Gal is replaced with O'a2 ' 
(b) 0.2 lJ.a is evaluated at temperature 
(c) Pal Ie interchanged ~th P~' 
EXPERn1EI\~AL VERIFICATION OF PARALLEL-FLOW EQUATIONS 
Heat-transfer and pressure-drop tests were rna.de with an experi-
mental exhaust-pipe -shroud setup for parallel flo,·, in order to verify 
the final parallel-flow design equations (12), (l3), (14), (31), 
and (34). A further purpose was to determine the degree of con-
servatlveness of using air temperatl~e for shrOUd temperature. 
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Exhaust-Pipe-Sl1roud Setup 
Exhaust-pipe-shroud flo~s:(je~. ~ The test equipment consisted 
essentially of an experimental exhaust-pipe-shroud test section, an 
aircraft engine, and a source of cooling air. A diagrammatic sketch 
of the entire system is shown in fi€;;ure 3. 
The test section consisted ' of' t'·l0 concentric pipes 20 feet 10n8' 
The outside pipe or shroud was mad~ of black iron I·lith an ll-inch 
inside cUameter; the inner or exhaust pipe was made of stainless 
steel "rlth a ~-inch outside diamot~r • . The shr oud waB covered with 
a. 3-inch thickness of rock 'VTool, and the entire te!3t section was then 
surrounded with a metal shield to protect it fr om the blast of the 
propeller on t he engine. The pipes ' were centered at l)oth ends of 
the test section anc1 I'Tero spa ceo. at the miccpoj.nt b;j- three small 8teel 
fins which "Tere welded radially to the exhaust pipe loTi th enough 
clearance to provide for expans ion of the exhaust pipe and shroud 
at h1Bh temperah1.Tes. . 
An Allison V-3~·20-1l engine VIas utiliz0(1 as t he exha\lSt - gas ' 
producer. Expansion behTeen the engine 'and. the test oectian and 
engiIfe vibrations 'VTere absorbed by four sta i nless-steel expansion 
joints welded in the exhaust p1pe. 
The shroud cooling air l18S supplied by a centrifugal blower 
provided "lith a bell-shaped inlet and a 40-mesh cop:per screen at the 
blo,\>,er outlet to reduce air '-flow' pulsations t o a ntinimum. A 12-inch 
radial-vaned floi'T straightener H3 S placed 1 f oot c.o'\>mstream of the 
discharge as a precaution against .Thirl in t he air flOi'T, ancl. a 
venturi 10 diameters 'below the blm·rer outlet measured the cooling-
air flo,·,. The cooling air had to be conc11.~ctea. arotmd a bend of 
about 1350 before it entered the test section. In order to reduce 
the bend loss) the diameter of the pipe from the venturi to the bend 
VT8S gradually increased . A 40-mesh copper screen placed at the end 
of the bene\. and. a radial-vaned flOif strai gt'1.tener placed in the con-
tracting section 'VTere required in order to insure a good distribu-
tion of the cooling-air velocity and total pressure at the entrance 
to the test section. The cooling air "18S discharged at the end of 
the test section through a diffuser to a.ecrease the exit loss and 
consequently to release a larser quantj.ty of the available blovTer 
pressure for forcing air tlll"ough the system . 
Instrumentation.- The instrumentation installed in each of the . 
stations is illu.strated in figuTe 4. The three stations 'were 'numbered 
from the ' t~stream end of the test section and spaced as follows: 
9·9 feet from station 1 to station 2 ane. 10 feet from station .2 to 
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station 3. The relative location of ell the thermocouples and pres-
Sltr.e tubes at a t ypical station is shown in figure 5. All instru-
ments at each station "Tere mount eo. in one plane perpendicular to the 
axis of the pipes at 1200 intervals . 
All temperatures ,,-rere measureo. with chromel-alUlllel thermocouples 
in conjtU1c:tion ,vith 1:: Brmm self-balancl ng potentiatJlete:c. Exhaunt-
Bas temperatures i-Tere meas '~'red ",-lith two radiation-shielc1.ed inconel-
covereo. thermocol'ples per station 1Vhich ',Jere locatee;. i"lear the center 
of the eY.haust plpe. Avers3e exhaust-pipe tel'!l.pe:rat'.'.res "Tore measured 
at each stat j.on ,vi th ti-TO thermocouples spot \vo ldoo. to the Ol}.-Gs ide of 
'che exhaust pipe. These thermo~ot'.ples 'vere pl aceo. l:'ad .:!.~?ll::· in. line 
1d tIl the exhaust-3as thermocouples to produee a nlJr:.:i.muID blocking 
effect in t!1e annular space. Three thermocOl'.pJ.es were spot velded 
to tho outsicte of the shroud at each station; anc'. one thermocouple 
was placr)c1. Dli.c11·;ay 1)et1!een the stations for an a"reraJc station tempera-
tur.e and a representative temperature gradient d.OHn the pipe. Cooling-
air temper~tv.res 'llere meas1..u'ed ~d.th three rao.i ation-shielded-traversing 
thermocouples per station. Al.I tllf3rro.ocouples ,·re:ce calibrated. before 
and after the ·G8stS. 
Three rakes ,,,ere :l.l1f:ltnlled radiall~r in the an .. l1.1.~J.ar space at 
each station . Each reJw consisted of' fo1..U~ shielc1.ect total-pressure 
t ubes , ohe lJl1shielccecl t otal-pressure tube, and one stati c-pressu'xe 
tube; the static"pressure t llbe ,~a.s nearest the exhau.Dt p:5.pe . The 
shi eld hac. to be removed from the total-presst'.:re tl.'.be :1.earest the 
static-pressure tube as the shield. was responsi1)le for dist1..U'bing the 
air flow' over t he statl c-pressUl'e tube. Three ' 7811 static-pressure 
orifices 'vere also installed at each station. 
The floi-' of the exhaust gas l18S obtained b;)' meaS1..'.1~:l.ng the engine 
char Ge air iii th a calibrated ventu,Xi and by mea8t'..t'in~; the fuel flow 
idth a rotameter. The Gasoline used in the tests was 100 -octane 
grade 130 aromatic fuel, spec:t.ficatlon AN-F -28 i :ith e. hydrogen-carbon 
ratio of approximatel~r 0 .17. 
Tests 
Isothermal pr~~e-drop' tests. - One test (test Ai lJaS made to 
determino the pressure drop in the aru.1.\)~ar spac'e vrl '(jl! only air passing 
throug.lJ. the s:rstem. These ru..'"1.S v-'"ere made to establish the friction 
formula inasmuch as t he measured presst1re (Ufferances .. Tere about 
equal to the friction losses; the momentum. loss 0.l'.0 to change in 
density ,vas neGlic;ible with no heat present. 'l'lle speed of the cooline -
air blolTer Has Yar ieo. so that "the range of Re~' nolds m 1mber, based on 
the equiva.lent diameter of the' annular space ; 1'188 from a 'bout 100,000 
to 321.~ , 000. Pressure equilibz'ium was determined for all observa-
tions fram line plots . 
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Heat-transfer tests.- Fovx series of runs were made to include 
an appreciable range of Reynolds and Prano.tl numbers ,·ri th both 
coolinS air ano. exhaust Gas flowing in the system. A tabulation 
of approximate values of the variables involved in the isothermal 
and heat-transfer tests is show in table 1. 
The ef fect of Prandtl number on the gas and air heat-transfer 
coefficients \ '18S obtained by varyinc the fuel-a :i.r rat i o over a range 
from 0 .063 to 0.090 while Reynolds number on the Gas end air sides 
of the exhau.'3t pipe '\o.ras helO. constant (test B). 'fld. s variation of 
fuel-air ratio c;ave a larGe variation. in gas tel1~peratul~ e. 
The effect of exhaust-:- o;as Reynolds n1)ra.bel~ on the heat-transfer 
coefficient of the exhaust e:.as 'V18S estab1ishec1. O\;er a large range 
of Reynolds numoer in t,m tests. '\-fuile the fuel-air ratio and 
coolin13-ail' Reynolds munber 'Were held constant, the enc.,ine power 
"i18S varied to obtain a variation, in exhaust-cas Reynolds number. 
In one test (test Cl) the exhaust-ga s Reytlolc.s nv.m;Jer "7as varied 
from approximately 120,000 to 220,000 at a constant c60ling-air 
Reynolds nu.ml)cr of 170,000. In the other test (test C2 , a con-
tinuation of Cl ) the exhaust~gas Re~rnolds nu.mber 'VIUS varied 
from 215',000 to 360 J 000 at 'a constant coolinG-a ir Heynolds number 
of '250,000. 
The effect of the coolinG-air Reynolds num~)0r on the heat-
transfer coefficient of the cooling air '</clS obtaineo. in test D by 
varying the Reynolds number over a range from 1'(0 )000 to 280,000 
1-1hile the exhaust-Gas Reynolds number and the fuel-a:Lr ratio were 
held. constant. The cooling-air Reynolds number ,·ras varied by 
varying the a ir flo", by means of the blm·rer. 
The cooli11,3-air pressure differences 'vere obtained in each of the 
four heat-transfer tests to compare these result,s "Then an appreciable 
momentum pressure loss was present with the results of' the isothermal 
tests and to determine the applicability of t he f:c:i. cti on formu~a 
established in the isothermal tests. The extenstve r ange of Reynolds 
number obtained in test D provided for a lar~;e :,(,8n(:;e of p:ressure drop. 
Temperature traverses of the annular spa ce a t each sta.tion and 
pressure and temperature eca.uilibri1..Ull from H ne plot s "lere obtained 
for all observations. . . 
A comparison of exhatwt-Gas samples upstream and do~nstream of 
the test section show'ad that no afterburninc; occurr eo. in the exhaust 
pipe. 
Methods 
Verificati on of shroud-desi .;:n eca.uations.- Tho mot hod of checking 
the eca.uations for the design tempera tures ancl pressu:ce drops vJaS to 
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compare the valnes measured in the tests wi t h t he va l ues calculated 
by means of the eCluations , the meaSl1red. vah'.es of temperatures at 
the upstream station, anet t'.1e flm·r rates. In the present tests no 
exit l oss was involved Dnd ca lculated vah~es of (,0;Pf ·l- L:I-Ih ) 1l8re 
compareo. ,dth measl1red vah~,es . The de[a'ee of conservati.sm of the 
method of desiC]line; for limitin::s air temperatm.'es ra'cheX' than for 
limitinG shroud. temperatures ,.re.s obtained ~);) .. comparinG the mea.sured 
air temperatm'es ,dth th3 measured shroud t emperat'-Tes. 
The calCL~ated values of t emperatures reCluirecl.. determination of 
the heat-transfer coefficients h8 7 ~J a~d he ' ~Quation (20) , 
e,!ua.tion (23 ), and metl~ o(ls o1.~tl:i.necl in the 8ect::,0~1 entitleo. 'Funda-
mental lei'is fOl' heat ~transfer coefficJents If vere used. to calculate 
the convcctioIl coefficient on the air sice ha a 110. the rac1.iant-heat-
transfer coefficient hr ' 
The emissi vi ty of the ex.11aust pipe, -chich vas req,uired in 
evaluatinG h1" and. the emissi vi ty of the shrou0. were obtained from 
reference 5. This reference sho\1s values of 0 .79 for oyidized steel 
and a selected value of 0.70 for stainless steel (8 perce:J.t nickel, 
18 percent chromium). 
For all tests both eCluatiolls (15) ancl. (18) ,rere used to calcu-
late the convection-heat -transfer coefficient he) and tempera-
tures obtained by use of the values calculated from each equation 
yrere compared. to determine the effect of us i nG air properties in 
place of gas properties. The appropriate temperatures used for 
determininG the prope:cties "rere given in the section on ''Fundamental 
lavTs for heat-transfer coefficients ." 'Ihe prope11 ties ifere obtained 
from the appenD.ix. A check ,,,as mao.e for a feiT tests of the error 
involved in the calc\..uateD. temperatures b~· use of 0.30 and 0.24 
for en and CD, respectively, rather than the intec;rated mean 
.l:"e .. a 
values of specific heats. 
The meascrec1. values of air a no. exhaust-5as tem.peratures at sta-
tion 1 and the ''leight-flm,: rates of air and Gas vTere suosti tutecl in 
eCluation (13) in order to calculate the dOlmst11 eam e.x..'1aust - gas tem-
peratures. Measured values of air and gas temperatures at station 1 
and calculatecl values of these temperatures at the dOv!nstream eta-
tions "rere us0(1 to calc\..~ate pipe temperatl.'.res by means of eClua-
tion (14.). The air temperat1),res at the clOlmstream stations were 
calculated. from equation (12) and calculated values of dOi-l!lstream-
Gas temperature. 
The friction factors ",ere obtained first for the elata of the 
isothe11 mal tests ( table 1) by use of equation (25) and were plotted 
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acainst Reynold.s number . It ,,18S determined. from this plot whether 
the simple exponential variation of equation ('26) is valid. and.) if 
such vTere the case) vThether the values of C and n may be used . 
Values of the f riction factor f or of C and n from the iso-
thermal tests were then availa1)le to calcu~ate 6Pf for the heat-
transfer tests lr.i.th either equation (25) or equation (31) . Equa-
tion (34) "las used to calculate 6I:Ih in the heat··transfer tests . 
Values of calcu~ated dOvl!lstream air temperatuxes \·rere used to cal-
culate ctov1l1stream air d.ensi ties for use in the formulas . 
Verification of the design formulas 1':8S accomplished. Djr com-
parj.nG the fore goin,; calcul ations vii t11 the measuxeo. valu8s at both 
station 2 and station 3j station 1 was useo_ as the upstream station 
in both cases. The app"C'opriete pipe lenGth was used in the formulas 
in each case . 
Intec,ratej._~ean tempe;ratures and pres s1..'::1:~ ' - As a result of the 
large tempera ture graclient of the coolinG aIr in the annular space 
tru:e mean air tem;perattU'es and pressuxes cOl1~cl only be obtained bj' 
integratinG the measux8(1 J?ressUJ.~e- and temperature-o.istribution 
cu:cves across the aI1J.l1)~us . The inte@'ation of all the d~ta obtained 
in the tests 1"olud have involved a vast amount of labor and time 
"Thich did not seem warranteo_. Consequently, a method 1vas developed 
for correctin rs arithmetic a verar.:;es . For test D mean values of the 
measured air temperatures '\,rere obtained for the three stations on 
both an intee,l'ated and an arithmetic basis . The arithmetic values 
i·rere plotted. a~inst the intec.rated values ana. the resulting straight-
line C1..U'ves ,·rere used to correct the ari thmetj_c averages of the 
measvxed air temperat1..~es for all of the other t ests . In all plots 
presenteo. for t.he comparison of calculated ancl measu.red values) the 
results are based. on these cor.cected arithmetic-mean measured air 
temperatur es . 
In order to intecrate the air temperattU'es of test D with the 
individual measured temperatures ·Hei(:)1ted. accordinc to the local 
i·,eight rate of flO\·" the static and total pressures as ivell as the 
temperat1..U'es at each local point must be Imm;n. \'!11en the pressure 
and temperatu.re o.istributions in the annular space vTere plotted, 
some a.ol~bt arose as to the correct profile for the curves from the 
t ube and thermocouple positions nearest the wlls- of the pipes to 
the ,valls inasmuch as the nearest pressvxe and tem;peratu.re readings 
"lere about ~ inch from the ,:alls of the pipes . As a consequence) 
the pressure-distrj.bution Cl'rves j.n the vicij,lity of the vralls of the 
annular space for the isothermal tests \'lere obtained. by applying 
methods avallable in reference 6 for obta5.nins velocity profiles in 
pipes and by usinG' a uniferm temperature c,racLient across the space . 
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In the heat-transfer tests the temperatures in the vicinity of the 
exhaust-pipe and shroud walls which were required to apply the 
methods of reference 6 were not available. The pressure-distribution 
curves v~re therefore faired approximately like those of the iso-
thermal tests. 
In order to .determine the effect of this fairing on the inte-
grated temperatur'e average, one run of test D was obtained from 
another fairing in which the pressUre-o.istribution curve "JaS extended 
much closer to the pipe walls. The tGmper~tures obtained from 8. 
survey nearest a pressure rake (oee fiB' . 5) ~rere uaed in conjunction 
\rlth the pressures of that rake to obtain the integrated --temperature 
averages at the pressure-rake location. The error involved in the 
integrated air temperatures by u.sing such noncoinciding temperatures 
. was also checked by computing one run of test D b~r use of tempera-
tures obtained from cross plots of the temperature test data at 
point-s coinciding vlith the pressure-tube locations, The . temperatvre-
distribution curves for test D from the point of reading nearest the 
,-ralls to the '<Iillls for any survey were determined by a tria.l-and-
error process by use of informa.tion from reference 6 and the pressure" 
distribution curves obtained as previously eXIllained. 
Only the tempera.tures at the center of the exha.ust pipe were 
obtained at each station because of practi cal difficulties and also 
because, in turbulent floyT in a circular pipe, the mean temperature 
is very close to the center temper~ture. The center values were 
therefore used for the mean values. 
The integrated-pressvxe averages at each st~tion for test D 
were obtained by '\ITeighting the individual pressvre . and temperature 
values according to the local 'Height rate of flow. The required 
1ndivid1..1.8l pressure and temperature values 1-Tere obta.ined from the 
distribution cUrves described in the section entitled 'Verification 
of shroud-design equations," For one run of test D the integrated 
values for each station were obta.ined for each of the three types of 
fairing described in the foregoing paragt'aphs. Pressure losses were 
then compared by using both the integrated- and arithmetic-measured 
pressure averages. For tests other than test D 1 only arithmetic 
averages of the Dleasured pressures \lere used to calcula.te the losses. 
Inasmuch a.s a few thermocouple failures resulted in the loss of 
some of the temperature data, the missing temperature values were 
determined b~r assu.ming a. heat balance bet,reen the Bas ano.. the cooling 
air. The prohibitive time element involved, ih repeating tests until 
a complete set of temperature data was ' obtained was considered to be 
adeqt~te justification for this procedure, 
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Comparison of Experi~ntal end Calculated Values 
The comparisons of temperatures and. pressu:res drops calculateo. 
by usinG the theoretj.cal equfltions \~'i. th measured. values "rill be 
given in the followinG sections. A 1·~5° line is c:raim on each part 
of each figure presented. Hhen the plotter. data fallon these lines, 
perfect agreement betvreen the measured and calculated values is indi-
cated. The results of the calculations to determine the effects of 
using air properties for gas properties in the eqll.ation for eas 
convection-heat-transfer coefficient he' ·tlle constant specific-
heat values, the arithmetic presst.'re avera.ges to c1.etermine pressure 
losses, and the three types of fairing of preS~LITe- and temperature-
distribution C1L~ves for the a~~ular space a~e Given first inasmuch 
8S they hael a direct bearine on the vTorkup of the remaining results. 
Effects of approicill18tions ano fairing methods. - The effects of 
the cUfferent fairinG methods and the approximations to s i mplify the 
computations on the calcL~late(l desi@l temperattITes and pressure 
losses can be obtained from table 2. In this table the percent 
difference bet'·Teen the approximate values and. p:-cecise values or 
percent difference betvleen the results ba sed. on methods of refer-
ence 6 and results based on ot.her fair:l.ng metho~.s .. are given. 
Comparison of calculated values of dovns t ream ex..h.allst-cas tem-
pera.tures) cooling-air temperatures} and exhaust-pipe temperatures 
obtained by use of values of he based. on a i r properties at t em-
perature tel i-Ti th values of temperatures obtained. by use of values 
of he based on Gas properties at temperature tel showed negligible 
differences in the gas and. air temperatl.U'es and only small d.i.:ffer-
ences in the pipe t emperatures. (See table 2.) The pipe tempera-
tures based on aIr propert :1.es ;'Tere about 4 percent lOiffir than those 
based on gas properties . Consequently} corllparisons of calculated 
temperatures and. measu~ed values presented herei nafter have used a 
value, of he baseel on aIr I)roperties to d.eter-ill.i.ne the calculated 
values. 
The calculations to determine the effect of using constant 
values of specific heats in place of inteGrated mean values shovred 
that no noticea·ole error iil:lS introduced in the values of c{3.lculated 
.: design tempere:l::;Ul~es. (See tabl.e 2 . ) In the follovring results, 
constant values of specific heats were t.herefore used to calcula.te 
the t~mperatures. ' 
The integrated station pressvr.e avera 3es obtai ned from the 
three types of fairing differ eo. to some extent, but the resulting 
station-to-station pressLU'e l osses agreed very ,yell . (See table 2.) 
Also, the pressure losses for test D based on the arithmetic averages 
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of measured pressvxes ,vere in excellent agreement ,nth losses based 
on integrate'd averages of measured pr~·ssures. This a gr'eement was 
consj.dered sufficient justification for the proce8.vre of usinG the 
arithmetic averaGes of the measured pressures to determine the 
measured pressure losses. 
The three types of fairing ' resulted in slightlJr different inte-
grated mean air-station temperatures, but these differences and 
their consequent effect on the results from the desi@l equations 
(table 2) were not si@lificant enoueh to "18rrant 1)8sing the j.nte~ 
grated. mean air temperatures on an::! other' than the original fairing 
des.cribed j.n the methods. The oriGinal fa.iring method. was conse-
. quently used to c.etermine the intesrated air temperatu.res for all 
of the runs of test D. . 
v!ith regard to the comparison of arithmetic and intesrated 
average temperatures} the f ollowing results of test D may be of 
interest· to other investioators: 
(a) Heasured air temperatures based on ari tlunet'ic averages were 
about 5 percent higher than those based on inteQl~ate0. averages. 
(b) Calculated do~mstream e~~aust- eas temperatures based on 
8ri thlnetic avera ges llTere about 1 percent higher than those based on 
integrated averaGes. 
(c) Calculated QOvmstream air temperatures based on arithmetic 
averages "Tere about 4 percent higher than those based on integrated 
averaGes. 
DO'WIlstream exhaust-gas temperatures.- A comparison of the cal-
cula.ted el O1-mstream exha.ust- gas tempera.tures ,nth the measured tem-
peratures for stations 2 and 3 is g:i.ven in fi ':'l'Xe 6. '11he calcula.ted 
1 . ' 
tempel"atlU"eS are less than 1- percent lO\ver than the measured values. 
· 2 ' 
This small difference probably results either from determihing the 
heat-transfer coefficients for use in equation (13) 1)y the methods 
outlined or from errors of measurement . A conclus ion is drarm that 
the design equation (13) and the simplified equations for heat-
transfer coefficients for determining the dO'-Tnstrea1ll exhaust-gas 
temperatvxe are satisfactorily verified. . 
Exhaust-pj.pe temperatures. ~ The comparison of the calculated 
exhaust-pipe te~eratures "nth the measured temperatures for the 
three stations are presented in fi gure 7. At· station 1 the cal-
culated temperatures average ab.out 3 percent lo,·er t han the measured 
values. CorrespondJ.n l3 v.alues for stations 2 and 3 are approximately 
5 percent ane). 4 percent lo",rer, reSl)6cti vely . The o.ifference between 
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the calculated_ and. measur'!3cl valt~es at station 1 is probably . due to 
the fact that the p:!.pe-temperatl1.re equat:Lon '\-18.S cLetived by assuJning 
that the l~a.diat:J.on '.JaB negligible, "lhich teno.s to make the calculated 
values h:i.Gher than the measured values. llIl opposite effect is 
created" by usj.ng the heat-transfer coefficient he ' ')l:ised on air 
l)rOl)ertJeo ra.ther than on ges properties; this subs' ~:Ltution has a 
tend.ency to reo.nce the pipe temperatures. ' Th~ (!.if'ference betvreen 
the calculated and measured c1.o'\ID.stream temperatv:ces may be a cumula-
tivo effect caused (1) b~' usinG calculated. exhau.st - coG temperatures 
,.,hich are 10Her than the measured. value'S, (2) by uoin F.,S ca lcnlated 
air temperatures .Thich aro hieher than the · meaSUl~ (;o. ,"al ues; (3) 'oy 
neglectinG radiation, ~md (l~ ) by t.~sj .ne; air prop6rt~.e [;J i n the .equa-
tion for value of he' The :fi.rst and fourth. fact;:.)ro t (md to ' decrease 
and tho second and third factors tend to i n crease the ca'lculated 
exha uut '-p:Lpe telnperatures. From fj.gure 7 it l.s conchided that 
exhaust "nipe temperatures , predicted from eql'.at:t.I.. DS of t he type of 
equation (14) l,,:!.th air properties used throu.01.0nt :i.n the heat-
transfer - coeffic:i.ent f ormulas, ":j.lJ,, be f rom 3 t o ~) percent too 10.7. 
The verHicat~~on i. s still a cce:r,)'l;.at) l u .' how'ever J 'I-'i thin the limits of 
engineerinr.:; pr acticability . 
Cooli1l3-alr terr0ieratures. - The calculateD d01:'i\ ::J'~ ~L" '3am coollng-
air temperatllre~- d.;,,~·i-ate · a1~t 3 . t.o 4 percent f rom the measured 
va lues as shmYl:l l)y figureS. This cl.ifference in attri ~mted to the 
fact t hat the calculated exhaust-sas temperatUJ.'es used. in equa -
tion (J.2) vTere about l~ percent lo,,;er than the measurec values. In 
2 
the lovrer range of temperatures at station 2 the calculated tempera -
tures are higher than the mea surecl values ,yhereas i n t he higher 
range the opposite is tru.e. At sta'tion 3 the ca lculat'3Cl. values are 
in general hicJ1er than the measured values. . The tcse ox' gas prop-
erties instead of aj.r 'properties VTould not have 8Jiprec:i.ably changed 
the result given i n fiGure S because 81;.ch a s u.osti t1.~t;ion ha.Cl a 
negli e;ible effect on the calculatecl dOvmstream exha ns t-gas and air 
temperatures . Althoug.'t1 the difference oet"reen the calcl~lated and 
measured. f. i:c tem11er3tures is rather large, the proposed method 
apparently leads to the prediction of conservative va lues of dm-T!l-
stream ail~ temperatt.U~es.· · The use of equatio:l. (12) and methoQs 5i ven 
t o predict air temperatures are therefore considered. satisfactory 
f or shroucl tles iS-Tl purposes. ' . 
Relation of measu!ed. shroud temperatures tc: mea~~~ed cOblinG-
air t emperatures. - Inasmuch as the ar..alysis uses as a clesign criterion 
the coolinG-a.ir temperati.'.Te r ather than the shro'Uc:t tem:r?e:cature, these 
t "TO temperature s shoulcl bo compared. The resuJ,ts of thi. s comparison 
are sho'\1!l i n fig'ure 9. The shroud temperatl.rre was about 20 0 F higher 
than the corrected ari th.1Jletic mea n coolinG-a i r tompe:roture at station 1, 
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about 200 F 10'lo1er at station 2, and 400 F 1m'ier at station 3. The 
shroud temperature also increa.sed from the upstream station to the 
downstream stations. Inasmuch a.s the calculated dm-mstream' air 
temperatv.res 'Here in general higher than the measu.recl air tempera.-
tures, the procedvre of using the air temperature as a desien 
criterion 'Iorill result in a very conservative desi@1. for the shroud 
temperatures. 
Deternrlnation of constants in frict1on-pressure-drop equati on.-
The friction factors for the isothermal tests 'vere plotted against 
Reynolds number of the cooling air on 108arithmic coordinates 
(fig. 10) and the values of C ana. n for use in equation (31) 
,.,ere fotmd to be 0.07 and 0.20, respect1 vely. The exponent n is 
approximately the value obtained for straight pi pes bnt the value 
of C is high as compared "Ti th val'nes obtained for smooth and com-
mercial pipes (0 .046 and 0 .051~, respectively; reference 1). Although 
in' references 3 and 4 hi~ler values of C are advocated for annular 
spaces than for pipes, the valu8 of C determined for the diameter 
ratio of the test setup on the basis of equation (27) 'Io/8S calculated 
to' be 0 .058, vlhich is still 10v18):' than the value of 0.07 detennined 
experimentally . Consequently, 1 t is believec. that indeterminate 
pipe rou@mess 'Io18S probably a factor influencing the value of C. 
Inserting the values of C and n in equation (31) gives the 
follovTinS expression for 6Pf: 
(40) 
Cooling-air pressure losses for heat-transfer tests.- The data 
of figure 11 8hm·, the comparison of the calculated and measured 
cooling-air pressure losses from stations 1 t o 2 and stations 1 to 3 
for the heat-t):'ansfer tests. The isothermal da.ta are also plot.ted 
in fi gure 11 as a check on the calculations. Perfect agreement 
between the calculat ed and measured press~~e losses is optained for 
the isothermal (:tata, as indica.ted by the plotted points which fall 
, 0 
along the 45 lines, because the C and n values used to calculate 
the friction pressuxe drops were obtained from the measured pressure 
drops. 
The calcula.ted values of the pressure loss avera ged a.bout 
10 percent higher than the meas1.11'ect va,lues for t he heat -transfer 
tests. This difference is due part.ly , t 'o a slisht overestimation of 
the heating- and friction-pressure 108ses from eqvBtions (3l~ ) and (40) 
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slrice these ' equations are very sensitlve to dmmstream air te!11J?era-
tu.res which have previously becn ShOlIIl to have been overestimated , , 
by about 3 or 4 percent. The difference betvreen the calculateo_ and 
measured pressure losses for the heat-transfer ·tests :1.s in the con-
servative direction; ' as \18S the calcula.ted cooling-aii1 temperature, 
and'therefore a design based on the equat:i.ons will be conservative. 
' G1!~1EHAL P ISCU:S,S ION 
The coollng-air fIm. rates and the ratios of the cooling-air 
flo,", rates to eYllaust-ga.s flOvl rates us eel. in the experiments w'ere 
much h5.e,her than those usually encountered in f'lil3ht. These rates 
ana. ratios \,;rereused 1)ecause errors in meaourern.ent are ' reduced "1hen 
lar:~er qu~nt:i,ties are involved and because the flo", 'rates in flight 
are in the tur'bulent-flou r'35i on as Here those of the eX},)eriments. 
Moreover, th~ laws of heat transfer and pressure loss in pipes 
established in a certain range of the turbulent-flm" region are 
generally ap'PJ',l cable vrlth little error to other ranges in 'the region. 
For the latter tyro reasoClS and because, in c~enera l, tl e design 
formu~a.s for parallel"flo", systems "rere verified ~,n t h0 experiments, 
it is believed that the e~.esign forrnv~as "'ill be applic(l'ble 'b6 fliGht. 
In a. calc1)~ation of a shroud. design the fact that the p:-cesf::ure loss 
vill be overestimated will result 1n the calc1.l~<3ted temperatures 
being more neal1 1j ' equal to the actual temperatures t h,m in the 
experimental results. 
Since the equa.t:l.o::lS have no dl~meter-rati9 li~nita tiion provided 
tha.t the cool i n6-air £'1m'1 in the annulus is turbulent) the verifica-
tion of the pal~allel'-flow equatlol1s for one r atio of shroud diameter 
to exhaust-pipe diameter lends support to the belief that these equa-
tions are a.pI>1i~able, to 0.11 pr€\ctical vnlues of the ratio of shroud. 
diameter to exhaust :pipe diainete::..~ for which the cooling-air flm. is 
expected to be , turbu~ent. Although no counter-:!:lO'l'l tests ,.ere run, 
the cOUnt'er-·flNT equations are believed t o be equally ,a.s applica.ble 
to desi@1 problems as the parallel-·flovl equaMons iJocause of their ' 
similarity . In the analysis the assumption t hat t lEl dO'lmstream 
shroud temperature would aJ,,\,rcws be a 11 t tle less than the dO~VIJ.stream 
cooling-a i r temperature was made for the case of paraJ~el flm" and 
the case of counter flolT. The validitJr of this assllmption wa.s 
verified. for parallel flm. bJ experimental data. In t he case of 
counter flm'i, hm'lever, the temperatures of the exha\'~st gas) the 
exhaust pipe; and. the coolinG air are highest at, t "1e dO'\.lIlstream sta-
tion of the , shroud. . It may be possible, therefore) because of radia-
tion from the exhaust pipe aClO, because of t he 811'.811 temperature differ-
ential betvleen the cooling air and the shroud that the shroud tempera-
tlU~e ma.y be hicher than the coolins-'a ir temperature at the dm.mstream 
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station. Thorough exploration of this possibiiity v!Ou.ld require 
ei ther a complex analysis or further 'testing, both of ,."hich vTere 
outsi c.e the acope of the present investigation. 
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One ~roblem of immediate importance for which the equations 
clorived in this paper shot.11.d be applicable is the desi@l of shrouds 
for the tail pipes of jet enGines. The design equl'ltions ,nll be 
applicable without modification if the lurninosi ty of the gases is 
neglicible. ,If luminosity of ,the gases ia appreciabl o, the analysis 
"rill require excension to account for the heat transfer from ·the 
exhaust gaEl to the exhaust pipe by thermal rao.iation. If flaps or 
ejector pumps are used, a::1d the cooling-air ex:!. t pressv.re is thus 
decreased from atmoaphGric, the application of the pressure-drop 
relation to r3hroud design must include methocls for determining this 
coolin~-air ey~t pressure. 
Further research is needed to establish definitely the basic 
18'.,s of hea t transfer and pressure losses in arumlar spaces, espe-
cially "Ti th respect to the fluid temperatv.res and constants tha.t 
should be used. The princ j.pal SOUTce of 'difficult~~ in the deter-
mination of s1.1ch 18i'1S is the temperature ~aclient of t he cooling air. 
In addition, inyestieation of pressu.re losses ,in annvlar bends would 
be a gl:'eat aid in preclict1ns-accu.rat'el"y' the pressure drops in specific 
exhaust-pipe-shroud installations. Finally, the extension of the 
present ,,,ork to include tests of shrouded ,tail pipes for jet-engine 
installations vTould be -desirable. 
SUMMARY OF RESULTS 
The design equations for predicting shrouded exhaust-pipe-instal-
1ation temperatures for parallel-flow systems wl3".ce verified "ri thin 
the lirni ts of enGineering requirements by tests of an e)..,})erimental 
exhaust-pipe-shroud setv~ for one rat i o of shroud di ameter to exha.ust-
pipe diameter. A comparison of measured values v:i.t,h values calculated 
by use of the design equations based on constant values of specific 
heats of ex11aust gas and cooling air, a.ir propertj.es , end corrected 
mean air temperatures sho'\'led that: 
(a) The calculated values of dmvnstrearI1 exhe.ust··gas temperatures 
I ' 
generally y,rere never more than 1- percent leme:c than the measured 2 . 
values. 
(b) The calcp..iated valUes of exhaust-pipe temperatv.res generally 
were 10vlSr than the measured values by not more than 5 percent. 
, . 
, .... 
'(c), At: the dO'WIlstrea,;:n st~'t:tons the calcuj.at~d : cooling .... air· 
tem.pera.ture~ '\ITel'e above . the lneaspred shroud ' tempera.t u.l,0s· • . 
. .". . ' . " .,: . ~ . .' . 
(9-) Conservative values of coo;i.ing-air total-pressure losses 
Mere ohta1ned w.ith .';the pr~s~~ti-'e '~~op eq~ti.on. The caiclu1J.ted , 
val:ues, ,of .total"'PressUre los~ were about · 10 ' percent · hiGher than the 
me'asyr'ed values. ' .' . 
, The ' use of constant values of ' 0.24 and~ 0-'30 for th'e specific 
he~'ts ' of cooling air ~nd !3x!i.a nst 8'8 s,- reEl~ecti vcl~r... and t he ~ub8ti­
tution of air' properties for exhaust-c;as' propel'tiGS for a.etermining 
the heat-~ransfer coeff:tci~n:t; .f~)'r the exhaust-ga,s , in . the design 
eq~'\ations resulted. in a rie'gligible chanGe in the ' values of ca1- . 
culated. exhaust- t~as and. ' 'co'oling-air temperatures anc\.. o11ly a sJ.ight 
decrease in the values of calculated exha'L1S't-p1pe tempera.tvre" 
I I . ~ Ii R o" .C E D U R -E' S FOR S H R 0 U D D E S, I G N 
'.'. • ,f; 
The problem of shrot.1..d ' design requires the de'i:,el..m1~'la.tion of the 
diameter C?f the shroud:· for i~hich certain desi @1.-L1stal,la·'~ io~ . templ?ra-
tures '\ITill not exceed specified lirni ts ,.men the pr~ss'L1.re drop . . 
available for forcing air through the system is k110im. In order to 
provi.de satisfactory cooling for all operating conditions, the shroud 
must be designed for the flight condition in whi ch the cooling 
requirements are the most difficult 'to meet; t;enerally, this condi-
tion will be maximum power (climb) at rated altitude. 
• • I' • • 
·.fttl ·analyti·cai method for ' 'a:eternuning ·the si1r011d ctlaIne:ter :with 
a min1munl of pressti:re loss in' order not to ' exceed. -a limi ting tem~! 
peratfu.e such ' as that given 'in detail for thE) ' cas.a of interco<)ler 
desio~ in reference ' 7 'could. th~oretica.lly be developed . .. Such methods 
ars impractical if not almost i lllpossible yTi th the complex equations 
'-Thich 'vere derived in the" analYSiS, and, consequently, gra·phica.l .. 
. solutlons 'vere used. . : . 
The genera,l proceclvre f.or design i ,s, .for a g1-ven length , of 
shroud:, to' use the equations to determine the deaien temperatures 
and the cooling-air presst.~e OIOp. ' A value of -shroud diameter is 
assumed. and calculations are made for several assu,rned valuel3·. ~f . 
cooling-air-flo'f rate. These calculations are repeated for other 
. ~ssumed . values of shroud cliameter. Curves of J0he sirplficant design 
. temperat.vres are .plotted' .against cooling-air-flo'I' rate for -each . 
shroud 'diameter ·assumed. From these curves the value of cooling-air 
flow ra.te for each shroud o.iamete~c giving a temperature equal to one 
----------.~ 
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of the imposed J.imi t temperatures and 10v1er than all the other 
limiting values is noted~ Each of these combinati<;ms of shroud. 
diameter . and cQ.011ng-air-flow rate for ,.mich.'.choking does not occur 
(Ma2 < loa) i6 then used to calculate the pressure loss in the 
·shroud. A plot 'of thl-s . pressur~ loss against shroud diameter is 
made and · compared ,·Ii th the pr~ssurs avai1.able · for .forcing air through 
the shroud system; Any shroud (Hameter f 'or vlhich.- the pressure loss 
required is less thatl that ava.ilabl~ ,·rill 3ive adequate cooling. 
The diameter tochoo~e will be that diameter which will give the 
weat'est available pressure loss, mlless :this diameter causes exces-
sive cooling drag • . When the latter condition occurs the diameter to 
choose 1s that for· whicil cooling Ctcag is a m:tnim1.1lJ1. 
, . 
When the pressure drop required ' is' greater. than that available 
and augmentation methods fail to increase ·the available pressure 
drop suffiCiently, the shroud may be divided into shorter segments 
so that two or more cooling-air entrances and '~ e:ld ts are provided as 
diagrammed in figure 12. The shorter-length se@llents require less 
pressure drop than the single-segmen:t design. Due to the complexity 
of the duct systems involved, no more than two segments will generally 
be used. If the limits imposed on the design installation tempera-
. ·tures ·cannot be met vnth a shroud system of practical size or number 
S'f se@ilents for the pressure · d.r~p a,vailable, .. ·some alternatives are 
available and ' will be discussed in ' a section to, follo,\-1. 
The choice of" the E$ize of the' inlet d:u~t carrying the cooling 
a.ir from ·the iree · stream to the shroud inlet is important and is 
·interrela·ted .·with, tb,e s,hroud ~esi@1, beea.use part of the dynamiC 
pressure of flight is utilized. t 'o o'VercOme 'the ··losses in this duct 
arid thereby a decrease is cause.d in the pressure drop availa.ble for 
'cooling in the shroud. The cho~ce ' of size, ~~thin practical limits, 
is such that .no ,apprec.iable gairi. in pressUre drop- a.vailable is 
obtained with .further : increase in the' area ·of' ,the <luct. 
Deta.il .step-by-s.typ ·p;rocedures for the des:i;e;n of a shroud are 
gi ven for the following s;y-~tems: .. :;' 
,. (a) Singlel""s6@llent system for paliallel flq"N'. 
(b ) Single-segme~t . system for cqunter flow 
(G) Hulti,segment system fqr parallel: or counter flow 
In order to a'ipsdi te use' of these procedures methbdical calculation 
forms for parallel ·flow a114 .couni;.er flo,·, are Gi~"eri in tables 3 and 4, 
respectively. In addition, table 5 and fisuies -13 to 16 are g~ven 
to. simplify the caJ.culations.. The de.si@} procedures are concerned 
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with step-by~step explanation of how these calculation forms are 
used to design a shroud for a specific installation. Figure 2 
illustrates the symbol notation in th'e shroud-system sketch. 
A typica.l example has been solved for an installation of a 
four-engine bomber and results are listed coincidental to the dis-
cussion of the procedures. The numerical calculations are incl~ded 
in table 3 and pertinent values are given in the discussion of the 
procedures. The example uses a straight exhaust-pipe-shroud system 
for parallel flow' With the exhaust Bases being delivered to the 
. turbine of the turbosupercharger through ' a single, straight exhaust 
pipe. A straight inlet duct of constant cross-sectional area has 
also been assumed. Temperature limits were specified for all the 
deSign installation temperatures for illustrative reasons. In an 
actual design problem, however, the desie;n. installation temperatures 
for which limits must be specified are peculiar to each installation. 
SUPPLEMENrARY THEORNrICAL CONSJJ)ERATIONS 
Certain derivations, other than those Given in the analysis 
presented, are required in the procedures in order to design a 
shroud system. The methods of determining the cooling-air weight 
rate of flow at which choking occurs at the shroud exit (designated 
herein the choke fa.ctor ) , the cooling dra 5, and the pressure, tem:-
perature; and available pressure drop at the shroud entrance must be 
considered. The discussion of these factors follows • . 
Choke factor.- The method in the parallel-flow design procedures 
for determining the cooling-air weight rate of flow at 'Which choking 
occurs in the shroud system is dependent on a relation obtained from 
compressible-flo~ theory. With the assumption that no heat is added 
to the air in the inlet duct and that no friction drop occurs in the 
annular. space of the shroud-pipe. system, a relation bet"reen the ratio 
of the air stagnation temperatures a.t the shroud exit Ta2 and 
. t 
shroud inlet (assumed ectual to Tot) and the chol~e factor 
~TOt 1.384wa can be obtained from conwressible-flow 
(ds2 ~ ~2 )Hal 
theory f or Mach numbers -at the shroud ert t up to 1.0. Da.ta for 
curves of this rela.tion ,.,ere calculated for dOi-TIlstream cooling-air 
Mach numbers of 0 •. 6, 0.7, and 1.0. 
The given procedure for desiGn is to determine the cooling-air 
flow rate ·for '\'1hich the choice factor is at its limiting value based 
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on a dovmstream cooling-air Mach ntunber of 0 .6 instead of 1.0. The 
vahl.e of vTa so obtained is not the maXimum value that will exist 
in the shroud before chok1.ne; occm"s; ho,·mver, the :se of the choke-
factor curve for a Mach mlDl1)er of 0 .6 is rec0mme~lded f or the 1'01·· 
lowing reasons: (1) The preSstU"e clrop will increase vl1th Mach 
number . (2) The shroud-exit pressure losses are smaller for lowel~ valUes 
of Ma2 ' thclr'7by increasing the IJressure drop 8vailr"ble in the shroud 
for cooling P'l.U'Iloses. (3) The limi tine; ch01<:e factor is overesti-
mated by the stagnation-temperatu:re ratio relation ()ccause the 
latter relation is based on the assumption that no friction occurs 
in the annulus. (4) The pressure-drop a~d heat·"transfer formulas 
are more applicable at low coo11ng-8.:tr exit Mach nUJJlbers t han at 
high coolinG-air exit. ~.ach munbers. At ~1a2 equal t.o .0.6 or less 
the assumption of cooling-air exit static press'l.U'e equal to the 
free·stream static pressurej which is usee. in the pressure-drop 
formu.las, and of the heat-transfer eCluation beins based on true ' 
temperatures instead of staglat ion temperatures (the la.tter being 
the correct temperatures to use) 'Inll lead t o Uttle error tn the 
results. At the present time some a.ircraft shrouded oxhaust-ptpe 
systems are not cooling satisfactorily, poss:i.bly because they are 
at the choking l imit . 
Cooling d:cag. - When more than one ahr ud diamet er vTill provide 
ade~uat~ co~ing-of the installation the bes~ selection of the sh~oud 
diameter would be the one givine; the lowest cooline.; drag if this 
drag is appreciable as noted in the foregoing 3eneral considerations. 
The dra g power is obtained from the formula . 
{41} 
where the velocity Vo is that of the free stream, the velocity V2 
is that a.t the shroud exit, and ~he value of Wa corresponds to the 
value of ds selected. 
Pressure at shroud entrance.- The total pressure at the shroud 
entrance is determined by the foll01v.i.ng equation: 
(42) 
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where 
presst~e drop in inlet duct, pounds per square foot 
free-stream total pressure, pounds per square foot 
. 
The total pressure of the free stream is obtained from altitude 
tables in reference 8. Standard-air values were used in the present 
example as it ifflS only given for illustrative purposes. In actual 
designs probably the sUlmner-air vallie's will be required, 'Which 'are 
also given in reference 8. ' Although summer-air temperatures are 
higher than standard-air temperatures, a check calc'dat ion for the 
example showed that the use of the summer-air ' temperatures in place 
of those for standard air mnde no appreciable di fference in the 
shroud dimensions ne-cessary for adeCluate cooling. The details of 
determin~nB the pressure 108s in the inlet duct ~o~l inll be 
given in step (10) of the procedure for a sillGle-se{?}l1ent ShrOud ' i'lith 
parallel flow. 
, The static ' pressuri:l at the shroud entrance Pal must also be 
determined. From compressible-flow relations given in reference 10 
it can be shown that 
1 
P:~::t = ~r ~ 1 (::~) 
where Palt and aalt are the density and velocity of sound of cooling 
air at station 1 based on stagnation conditions and Y is the ratio 
of specific heats. Now the stagnation temperature at station 1 is 
equal to the free-stream stagnation temperature. Then eqvBtion (43) 
reduces to 
This equation is represented by a, curve in figure 16 where the 
left-hand side of the equation is the ordinate and the abscissa 
(44) 
--~~-----'-- . --~----.--
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is 
Hal - Pal The fi gv.re is di vicled into several :par'lis for dif--~---' t 
Hal, Hal .. Pal 
ferent ranges of ----. If the va.lues of the orcUnate 
Hal 
and Hal are Imown,. Pal rnRy be determined from :fi ~~ure 16. 
!~pe~..!.~~~.:'.... at. shroud. entrance. - The tempera ture of the cooling 
air at the sb..roucl entrance is det ermined from. the eqvntion 
"There Tot :i.a the free -'stream steCJlB.tion tomperotlU:"e. 
Available 1l:reSS1.1Xe drop at shroud ontrance. - T'1e l)X'ess\.ire drop 
ava.lla';) le for fm.Ci-;;~~ 'l;h;~i!' th.rov~.:hth~·-~;h~i-~· sy8 Jeem (inlet duct 
and 61u~ o\'ld) is equal to Eo - Po '\-r.l.th tho Cl SSUL'lJ; t:\.ons that all 
the velocity head at t he sh't'oud. en t is lost and that. the stat ic 
preS61.1.:re e.t the exit i s free-stream s t atic presB'...',re. The :pressure 
drop requj.red by the l nlet duct is equal to bn:o .. lt The pressure 





In the foregoing formulas tho subscript 1 h<:~s 1)een used to 
denote shroud l1~ntr~~we. This subscript is for parallel flo~'7. For 
counter fio"W' all subscript s referring to t his stF.\ tiO!~ should be 
changed to 2. 
I ~ ;: :. 
snrcill-sroMENT SHROUD FOR PAl."1c~ r.T'-~-:L F!f.)W 
For a, parallel-flm., syotem the shroud must. 1)0 desi(~led BO that 
imposed limitinG values of dO'l'1llstream exhaust-~Qs temperatures t 02 , 
exhaust-pipe temperatur€ls tpJ and. do\Vnstrea~ shroud temperatures tS2 
will not be exceeded. (See f i C; . 2(a).) Valt~es a ss'l'1nGd or calculated 
for this exa1npl~ ~ are Cd v!3n in , t he follo'\-Ting , r;rteps: 
Step 1 - Exhaust-gas flow rate We: 
From manufacturer' a data. or the following approxilnate formula, 
obta in 
where 
7.5bhp(l + f) 
We = 
3600 
f fuel-air ra.tio 
bhp prake ,horsepower 
Then, for the illustrative example, 
Wo = 4.84 pounds per second 
Step 2 - Inlet exhau."Jt·-'~s ,temperature tel: ' " 
The value of tel may 'be obtained rrom the eqvatlon 
where 
exhaust-gas temperature at manifold o'bt1::1ncd from 
manufacturer's data or by analytical methods 
(47) 
(48) 
x coo,ling rate of gas in exposed exhaust pipe, approxi-
mately 20 per' foot 
1 lel1o-rth of exposed exhaust pipe between li1an1fold and 
shroud entrance 
For illustrative purposes, a value of tel 1s ~s~~ed, as 
Step 3 - Exhaust-pipe diamete~ d..p : 
The outaide diameter of the exha.ust pipe ~ is obtained from 
manufacturer ' s data or installation drawin6s. 
- - ,--- ----
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Step 4 - Airplane and alti tude conditions: 
Airplane altitude ahd veloci ty 'are secured from manufacturer's 
data for the', design flight coridi tioil. Free-stream condi tiona Po' 
To' and Po 'are obtained from ~ltftude tables for standard 
air. (See reference 8.) 
Step 5 - Desi [:,Il dO"lIDs t ream exha'ust- ga s temperature tez: 
Obtain te2 from manufact).ll'er's data, op the safe operating 
temperatures of the turbine or, if a turbine is not used, the 
va lue selected by the : designer for reasons peculiar to the 
installation'. Decrease, thir;3 design imposed maximum value 
of te2 by ap:pI'oximately l~percent in the , de s ign procedure 
" ' 2 " 
to correct for the , slight underestima,tiol1 of dO"lIDstream 
exhaust-gas temperature ,1?y eg,ua·tion (i3). :For the example, the 
desisn maXiJllUl1l. temperature is 16750 F and, 'therefore, ' 
Step 6 - Design exhaust-pipe temperature t . p. 
Obtain from, av~,ila,ble data' or estimate from, exp'e:dence the 
maximum temperature at i·Thieh the exhaust pipe can operate 
without danger of failure. Approximat e liinits to use if no 
data are availabl e ' are from 12000 F to 14500 F. ,Decrease ~his 
desi e:.n i mposecl maximum value of ~p by approximately 4 percent 
in the desiGl1 procedure to correct for the sii~t Underesti:" 
mation of do,mstl'ea.m exhaust~'Gas temperature b"" equa,tion (14). 
For an i~ose,d m8ximWll ,pipe temperature of Il~500 F, 
. '.' . . , 
Step 7, - Desi @1 shr,?ud t emPeratU!6 t's: 
Obta in from the geonie~ry and location of components of the 
1nsta'llati6n' the 'ma'ximum 's'liroud ' temperature that will not ' pro-
duce adverse , effects of hea~ radiation. Limits to use, if. 
none are sI
'
ecifierl by t he airplane or enSille manufacturer, are 
betiV'een 5000 F and 2000 F· .If the shroud touches or passes 
close to rubbe~, neoprene, or other organic materials, use a 
lower lim:i.t of 500 0 F and shield the shroud at these points. 
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oooling-air tempera.ture tee because, ae brought out in the 
section entitled 'Relation of measured ehrouO. tomperatures to 
measured coolinc;-air tem:Peratures, " a conservative desif:,ll 
procedtll"e to meet a liIni t1n;s shroud tempera.ture 1s to desi2l1 
for a 11mi tin3 cooling-air temperature of the same value as 
the shroud -temperature limit. For tho present illustra.tion, 
Step 8 - Emissivity of exhaust pipe E : p 
The emissivity ' Ep for the most commonly used exhaust-pipe 
material, stainless steel, is about 0.70, and thia value can 
be used inasmuch as small errors in the absolute value of Ep 
'Hill have a ne[:l1 ~:ible effect on the cJ.esisn. If ap.other 
material is used, refer to a standard heat,-transfer test for 
values. The value., u60(,1 in, the e:xamp~e 1s 
Step 9 - Cooling':"81r-flm-r rate We: 
AI?SUIne a large range of values of coolinG"air-flow ra.te 
(approximately 1/8 to 1/2 of value .of We) and use with ea.ch 
a.s8UIlled va lue of shroud diameter. Assumed values used for Wa 
are 0.50, 1.00, 1;.50, 2.00, 2.50 pounds per second. 
Step 10 - Selection of shroud-air-inlet duct size: 
Assume an inlet duct cross"sectional area . For the va.lues of 
eooline-a.ir-flow rate Wa , use the equation for the pressure 
drop in the inlet duct 




'\ ~ ~ ( Aainlet)2 
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and the methode and data of reference 9 to calculate the pres-
sure drop available at the shroud entrance. (Allor part of 
the equation is v~ed depending on duct geometry.) Repeat these 
calculations for other assumed values of D.UCt size. Plot 
.6Havailable a~inet Wa for each duct size. (:b'le. 17( a) .) 
Select the inlat-duct area that shows no apprecj.able sain in 
pressure drop 'Cd th further increase :In duct ar'ea . When spa.ce 
limitations restrict the size of the inlet duct, use the 
lal'gest area. possible to get maximum mavailable ' .From 
figure 17(a) , the values selected for duct sj.ze are: 
Ai = 0.2376 square foot 
Step 11 - Length of' shroud '1 : 
Obtain 1 from inst allation t~eametry and purpose of shroud. 
The init i a l choice shouJ,.d be a single-segnent shroud. The 
value of 1 f'ar. the present example is: 
1 = 18 feet 
Step 12 - Diamet er of shroud ds : 
Assume a large range of practical shroud diameters, such as, 
f or the present problem, 
Step 13 - Curves or cooling-air ·l;Itat ic pressure at shroud inlet Pal: 
Determine the value of Pal by cOllll?uting Hems (30) to (36) of 
table 3 w.l.th va.lues of Wa assumed in step 9. The calcula.tions 
cannot be cont:Inued for any combination of ds and Wa that 
causes item (34) to exceed 0.5907, for at this value choking 
occura in the inlet duct to ·the shroud. Plot t he choke f actor 
. (item (3 ~.)) agai.nst Wa for each ds ' . (Show, for the present 
e:xa.m:ples , as the radial lines of figure 17(b) . ) The cooling-
airbflow rate f or each ds 1s f~ther l:tmi ted by chok:tng i n 
the shroud due to heat addition to the air. Thus J the limiting 
value of choke factor (item (34» must be obtained for the 
actual value of downstream cooling·a ir temperature that will 
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therefore, the calculations must 'be ' conti~tiea, 69 th~t ta2 
can be determined for all t he assumed ~a ~ values, for each ds 
that 1'1ill not ca.use the inlet duct to choke. pi at Pal ' 
a ga instWa for each ds as in ficure ' 17( c). " , 
Step l),~- Curves of cooling-air t?mperature a.t ' s:hroud 'fillet t a l: 
Determine value of tal by computing item ( 37 ) ?f t able 3. 
Plot tal a gainst 'Ha for ea ch ds as i n fi 2-1.U'e J.7( d) • 
, , 
Step 15 - Cur ves of ttpstream exhaust-pipe tempera"cv.!'e tpl: 
Determine value of tpl by computinG items (38) to (50) of 
t able 3. Plot tpl a ga inst Wa" for each 
Step 16 - Curves of dmm~tream exhau~"t"58:s temperature i?El2: ,', 
,Determine va lue of t e2 by computinG items '(52) to (64) of 
table 3. Plot t e2 8.ca,inst " Wa for ea ch ds (fi g . l7(f)). 
Step 17 - Curves of downstream cooling-air tempeTa.ttrce ta2: 
Determine value of t a2 by computing item (65) of table 3. 
Plot t a2 a gains t Wa for each ds (fig . 1:(( [J) . 
Step 18 - Cl~veB of downstream exhaust-pipe tempera tttre tp2: 
Determine tp2 by cam~uting i t ems ( 66) and (67) of table 3. 
Plot tp2 aga inst v!a for each ds ( fi ~> 17 (h)). 
Step 19 - DeSi Gn ds and Wa combinations: ; . . 
Select from the plots obtained in steps 15 t o 1E3 (fi gs. 17 ( e) 
to l7(h)) t he valUe of Wa needeu' for ea ch ds to ma ke every 
installation t emperatLU'e equal to Its spec H i ed lilni ting value. 
(See steps 5 to 7 - ) All insta llation temper atures 'considered, 
the ma ximtUll value of Wa obtained f or ea ch ds i s the cooling-
a ir-flow rat e required. to ma,intain all ins t a llat i on temperatures 
bela,·, specified limits. Plot t hese rn.aximum values of ' Wa on 
the radia l ds lines of the plot obtained i n step 13 ( f i g - l7(b)) 
to obta i n t he choke-'fa ctor curve for requir ed cooling-air-f low 
rate. Select the value of t a2 , f or these same Wa and , ds 
combinat ions from the plot obt a ined i n s tep 17 ( f i g. 11( 8)). 
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. Use these values of ta2 to dete:cmine the coolin[~ -air down-
stream stagnation t.emperatlrre from the equation 
where Po32 ' is coolinc;-air doymstream static pressure assuIIled 
equal to free-stream 'sta t ic pressure. .Determine Ta2t/Tot for 
each d
s
' and Wa co!)ibinat5.on . Obtain the value of the limitinG 
approximate chol{e factor f or each Ta2t/Tot frOID the curve 
for Ma2 = 0 .6 of fib~e 17(i) . (Recon~£nded design procedure 
is to limit Ma2 to a" value of ·0 . 6 . ) Plo:b these va lues of 
choke factor on the radial ds lines of p l ot obtained in 
. step 13 ( fi g ~ 17( b )) to obtain the cho~;:e"factor curve for the 
recommended design Ilffiit . Seloct from this plot the val~es 
of .ds for which the cholm factors for require.d cooling-air-
flow' rate are ·less than the choke factors for . the recolllIilended 
design limit . (For the illustrative e~,mpleJ va lues of d s 
se l ected from fi gure 17(b) were 0 . 667; ' 0 .710, ahd 0 .752 .) Use 
tht;Jse valueE! of ds aI'!-d the c orresponding valu~s. of required 
cooliIlG-air - flm'l r ate Wain the shroud pressure-drop calcula-
tions (items ( 68) and (69) of table 3) . For the ds and 
required Wa combinations for ,.;hich choke factors for required 
cooling-air-floy, rate are gr'eater than the recommended design 
limit choke factors , it is possible to determine 'the I,1ach 
number at the shroud exit . Those c0nl:binations fo~ which Ma2 
is less than 1.0 may possibly prov:l.de satisfa-c't,ory cooling .if 
sufficient pressure is available to force the a'ir irll'Ou311 the 
system. Such desiG]ls, however , ~re not recomm.ended~ : 
Step 20 - Curve of cooling-air pressure . drop through shroud 6H: 
Determine the pressure drop for each dg and Wa combination 
finally obtained in step 19 by computins items (70) to (88) 
of table 3 . Select va lues of Pal' tal> and ta2 needed for 
this calcula.tion from the plots obtained ·in s t eps· 13, 1L~, and 17 
(fic s • 17 (c), 17(d) , and 17( g)) . Plot t~e L1Irequlred so 
obtained; the 6Havailable for the inlet-duct size previously 
selected (step 10) i and ds a ga inst Wa on . the samli3 cl'I.rve. 
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The ds values are plotted against their corresponding combi-
nation val ues of Wa that meet imposed limiting temperatureo 
as obtained in step 19 . The plot for the illustrat.ive examJ?les 
is given in figure 17(j). 
Step 21 - Selection of shroud diamet er ds : 
Compare the pressllre -drop-required curve yTHh the pressure -drop-
available cu.rve (from step 20). Tl1.:cee situations are possible: 
(1) All of the presst.l.re-d.-rop-reCluired C'Llrve is l ower than the 
pressure-fu~op-ava11able curve . }i'or 'bhis case sele.ct the value 
of 'ds corresponding to the value of 'He. having the :::;reatest 
excess avai.lable press1.L'ce drop or, if appreciable, the lowest 
cooling dra g . Any shroud. diameter ivill (:;ive adeCluate coo11n6 ' 
(2) Only a part of the pressure-fu' op-required cu.rve is l ower 
than that availeble . For this case select the value of ds 
in the r ange of t. e value of Ha for i'Thich tho pressure-drop-
reCluired C1..U've is lower than. the aV8ilable -pressure -drop curve. 
The best diameter to use in this ranGo :is det~rmined as i n the 
preceding ca.se 1 . 
(3) All of· the pressure - drop-requ.i.red CllrVe is h:i.. fper than 'chat 
availabl e . For this case no single-se2jnent shroud of any 
diameter used ,nll provicle satisfa ctory cooling. In order to 
obtain the required coolins the shroucl must be d.ivided into 
segments of .shorter lenGth . The design procedure for this 
case is continued in the section on DlUlt iseQJl.cnt shrouds . 
The sample problem fell into the category of case 3 in step 2L 
(See fi g . 17( j ).) A t wo-se@llent shroud was assu.med and the desiOl 
continued. as expl a ined in a subsequent section on !nul tise[1llent 
shrouds. The inlet ducts for both se@Ilents ivere ' 8Gsumed. identicaL 
'The desi@l procedure, ca lculati ons , and curves for the multJs eE9TIent 
shroud are simi l ar t o those for · the SinGle- segment E:hroud; there-
fore , they are not given for the sample probJ. (;m. A shroud. d.ivided 
into t wo segmen.ts of equal length , 9 foet lonE> and 0 .752 feet in 
diameter, was found t o provide satisf actory cooUng for the sub,ject 
installation. PerUnent values are listed in the following table : 
. 
Value of· vIa to f.\H in slrrov.cl CEavailable Cooling-
S egment provide required for re<J.uirerl for req J.ired air-exit 
cooling cooling vFa value Mc.eh 
( lb/see ) (lb / 3C! ft) (lb/ sCd. ft ) number 
First L 92 85 .6 91.5 0.]2 
Second I 2 . 00 88 .1 9L O .]1 . , 
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The exit Mach number for both segments is noted to be far below the 
recollllllended. desi f.~l. value of 0.6. The dra3 POi'Tel' for . "the two-so~ent 
1 
shroud vlaS less than 2" pel~cent of the brake horsEJ~f?o"ier of. the engine. 
This draG power is an inappreciable po,,,er requirement and will have 
a very small effect on the airplane perforIll.9?ce" , 
SINGloE-SE(,M111'lT SHROUD FOR COUNTER Fl0Vl 
~1e des1 f.~ of a shroud for counter flow proceeds exactly as 
for parallel f lo,·, usinG, hO'lo1ever, the calculatlon forill given in 
table 4. For a counter-flow s:rstem the shroud must be desi@led to 
meet 1i!J1,:i. tine; values of downstream exhaust-38s telnpOl'at,1.1re ( in the 
exhaust- [::a8~flo,,, direction) '('02' d.ownst.ream coolin~~~air t.empera-
ture "( i il the cool:i.ng-air-fj.o'" direction) tal' and u:pstream€lxhaust-
pipe temperatu;t'e (in the exhauat~C!lo -flo,,, direction) tpl illus-
trated in :f if,"l re 2 (b), This condi t~.on consti tU'Ges the only appre-
ciable difference 'bet'\>reen the design for counter :f'lo,·, I.md parallel 
flow. 
Steps 1 to 14 - Factors and. curves requ.ired for S!r.:'<.M.d. design: 
The factors and curves required for shroud. des1~1 are deter-
mined exactly as in parallel flOi", steps 1 t o 14; respectively. 
In steps 10, 13, and lq,) station 1 is replaced by station 2. 
Step 15 - Curves of dmmstrealll exha.ust-gas temperature t62: 
Determine t62 by computing items (38) to (6)~ ) of table 4. 
Plot against vla, for ea ch ds ' 
Step 16 - Curves of dO'WIlstream cooling-air temperature tal: 
Determine tal by computin3 i t em (65) of ta01e 4. Plot tal 
against We for each ds ' 
Step 17 - Curves of upstream exhaust-pipe temperature tp 1: 
Detennine 
Plot t.pl 
tpl by computinG :t tems (66) and (67) of table 4. 
a GP-.ins·c vIa. for ea ch ds • 
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Step 18 - Design .ds ahd ' . Wa ,. combinatioris': 
.... . . 
Select f~9m the precedins p.lots · of insta.;l.le.tion temperature 
(steps 15 to '17) the value of via. for. each ds giving a 
teInperature equal to the 1imi ti~g temp'erature. After all 
installation temperatures are considered, ' note the value of Wa 
i.,hieh Gives a temperature equal to one of t he limiting values 
and .10 .... ,e1' than all :the other limiting values f or each ds ' The 
procedure given in step 19 of parallel flow is used to determine 
the ds and Wa combinations that will not exceed the recom-
mended limitin~ choke factor. ' These combina tions of ds and Wa 
are used in the pres81.1re-drop calculation. (Items (68) and (69) 
of t able 4.) 
Step 19 - Curve of cooling-air pressure drop thxouCili shroud ~l: 
Determine the pressure drop for each (ls and Wf.l ' combination 
obta ined in step 18 by c~puting i tems (70) to (88) of tabJ.e 4. 
Select values of Pa2 ' t a2; and t al needed f or this calcula.-
tion from the previously drawn plots of t hese va lues against Wa 
(steps 13, 14, 8ml 16). Plot :the ~eq,ui:("ed so obtained, 
the LiIavailable for the inlet duct size previously selected 
(step 10), and ds against We on the same curve. The ds 
values are plotted a gainst their correspondinG combina,tion 
values of Wa that meet imposed limi tine; tem}leratlU"eS as 
obtained in step 18. 
Step 20 - Selection of shroud diameter ds : 
Selection of !3hroud diameter is exactly the S8me as for parallel 
flow (step 21). Similarly, if no single-sec;ment shroud of any 
diameter used will provlde satisfactory coolinG, the shroud 
must be divi ded into se[~nts of shorter lenGt h . The design 
procedure for this case is continued in the follo'vlng section 
on multisegment shrouds. 
'MULTISEGMEN"rSHROUD FOR PARALLEL OR COUIilTT!3 FLOW 
The des1&~ of a multisegment shroud proceeds in much the same 
manner as that of the single-see,ment shroud for e1 ther parallel flow 
or counter flow, because each Sef)l1ent is treated as an individual 
shroud and is dependent only on the precedinG s esmen'b for the inlet 
exhaust~Ba.s temperature. 
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Step 1 - Diameter of shroud 'de: 
Select the shroud diameter from the pressure-drop curve, obtained 
for the sing":e-se@nent shroud, which requires the smallest pres· 
sure drop for adequate cooling. 'fhis value of ds is used for 
all the shroud segments. 
Step 2 - Segment inlet-exhaust-gas temperature tel: 
Determine the inlet-exhaust- ::ias temperature for each shroud 
se@Ilent by assuminG linear gt'adient of exhaust-gas temperature. 
The e~1aust-ga s temperature at the shroud entrance and at the 
turbine inlet are the inlet-eXhauat':t;a,s temperature and the 
deal@l downstream exhaust-gas temperature, respectiv<9ly, 
obtained for a sin3le-seo;ment shroud. from steps 2 and 5 of the 
parallel-flow or counter-flow' design procedures. 
Step 3 - Se€fllent desi(?:l dmm.streaJn exha.ust-G8s temperature te2: 
The se@llent inlet temperatures obtained in step 2 ' are used as 
the limitinr:; eXhaust-gas temperatures to be met at the exit of 
the adjacent upstream segment; that ia, t€2 of first segment 
eq,uals tel of second see;rnent; and so forth. (See fi g . 12.) 
Step 4 - Determination of shroud diameter ds : 
The design then proceeds exactly as e:x;:plained previously, ",11th 
table 3 used fo!' parallel flm., or table l~ for counter flow; 
each segment is treated as an individual shroud. The pressure 
drop in each shroud segment is calculated only for the value 
of ds from. step I and the value of iVa that gives , the 
r-eq,uired cooling and for which the recommended. limning choke 
factor is not ex.ce<9ded. The shroud diameter selected in 
step 1 ivill provide satisfactory coolin:-; if the pressure drop 
in each shroud Se@llen"c is less than the pressure drop available 
for that segment. 
It is unlikely that more than two segments 'With two ent rances 
and t"'0 en ts 'Will ever be used because of the complexity of the 
duct system, the additional io1ei e;bt, and. the possible attendant drag 
increa.ses. 
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DESIGN PROCEDURE WREN MULTISEGMENT SffROUD SYSTEltlS 
PROVTI)E UNSATISFACTORY COOLDlG 
When the pressure drop available for cooling is less than the 
presst~e drop required for adequate cooling, the available pres-
sure drop can be increased by several methods: (1) J,ocate the 
intake of the inlet duct in a region of hig ler dyna~tc pressure, 
(2) l ocate the shroud exit in a region of lowoer pressure, (3) use 
a fan or ejector pump, and (4) install diffuser at the shroud exit 
to recover some of the exit dynamic pressure . I f such improvements 
are impossible or the result.ing ga in in ava i l able pressure drop is 
insufficient to provide the additional cooling required, the only 
alternative left is to select the most favorable shroud geometry 
based on the criterions set up in the fore going procedure, to 
determine the cooling-a i r -flolV" rate and desi gn temperatures that 
will be obtained for the presslu'e drop available , and then to adapt 
the installation by relocating components of the installation and 
selectins materials that can wI thstand these temperatures. 
DISCUSSION OF DESIGN PROCEDURES 
For this investigation the hea t transfer from the exhaust gaa 
to~he cooling air ~s determined to be more greatly affected by 
the cooling-air -floi'l rate than by any other variable that may change 
with flight condi tion. 0 Sjonce the cooling-air -flOi" rate varies 
approximately as the square root of the denSity at the shroud inlet 
and the pressure drop available anoo since the density decreases so 
rapidly wIth altitud~, in the usual case the most critical flight 
condi tion for design :ts °maJCinl1.IDl.-poiver fli ght for °the slowoest speed 
(climb) at rated altitude. 0 0 
In the procedures given herein all ofo the exhaust gas was 
assumed to flow through one exhaust pipe.o In the cases in i'1hich 
two exh~uf3t pipes coarory the gases from the engine to the turbine 
or to the atmosphere, °the e:ichaust- e;as -fl01" rate for each pipe is 
assumecl equal to one-ba~f the 6Y.lial,tst-gas -flow' rate through the 
engine. 
In the design procedure a wide range of practical shroud 
diameter is assumed, as was i llustrated ~nlen the sample problem 
was discussed . Since increasing the shroud diameter relative to 
the exhaust pipe decreases the dO't-lIlstream coolin3-air t emperatures 
and the cooling-a ir pressure drop for a shroud of constant length, 
(see fi gs. 17 ( g) and 17( j ) ) it ''lould seem desirable to assume large 
- - - - .- - -
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values of shroud diameter. The exhaust-pipe temperatures and the 
ey.haust-e,:as temperatures, however, increase with increase of shx-oud 
d.1ameter. (See fi gs. l7( e), 17 (f), and 17 (h) .) The shroud . diameter, 
therefore, is lDnited by the allo'W8ble exha.ust-pipo and exhaust-gas 
tempera.tures and the weight and space limitations of' the installation. 
Analytical methods for d.etermining the upstream exhaust-gas 
t emperature tel are not well .developed and const:U:;ute another 
problem whj.ch is not consid.ered herein. In the present work the 
manufacturer IS da.ta are assumed to exist. The fli [Jrli condition for 
which the slu-oud is being desi[i;Iled will set the en {:;lne-operating 
condi tions that ,rlll enable the desif'):ler to determine from the 
engine data the ga s tempera.ture at the exha ust rnan:i.folO.. Tho exhaust -
gas teIllJ?erat1.U:"E) at the inlet to the shroud SystoDl ca~1 then be assumed 
equal to or slie)1tly less than. the temperattU'e at '0110 exhaust mani-
fold) dependinG on the length of exposed pipe from the exhaust mani-
fold t o the shroud system entrance . The temperature cb.·op in the 
uncooled lcnsth m.ll l)robably be not more t han a fe,! <.legreee per 
foot of lellBth. '. . 
For'the case of a design in vmich a single-aeaaent shroud does 
not provide satisfa ctory co'oling it h~s boen J)ropl)Hed that a multi-
segment shroud be. used. Another proposal for those cases in w.hich 
shroud temperoture is exceeded in a Bing10"se~melJ.t S;l stcm would be 
t o use a double shroud around the hot inner pipe. No calculations 
:were Diede ' for such a system but it has definite poss i -oi l i ties pro-
vided that space ls available. Again for those cascs in Which the 
shroud-temperature limit is exceeded, local hea.t shiolde may provide 
satisfactory protection of the installation at i~he c~c.Lt ical points 
of the sIu-~oud ' system. 
CONCLUDING REMARKS 
. The equations for predlctins 1nstalla.tion temper8t~eB and 
COOling-air pressure loss for shrouded exha ust"pipe systems for 
parallel flow are considered to be verified within the limits of 
engineering requirements for one ratio of shrotl.d diameter to exhaust-
pipe diameter . by experimental data. Since the equations have no 
diameter-ratio lilJli te.tione, provided that turbttle:rc cooling-air flow 
exiats in the annulus, the verification of the equat.ions for one 
diall1eter ratio lends support to the belief that the equations are 
applicable to all practical ratios of shroud d:tameter to exhaust-
pipe diameter for which the cooling-air flow is expected to be 
turbulent. No experimental data were obtained for counter-flow 
systems . The counter-flow equations, however, are believed to be 
equally a.pplica ble beca.use of their f.simi larj ty to the para.llel-flow 
equations. 
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The application of the equations to ~~e design of shrouds has 
been considerably simplified by the use of constant values of 0.24 
and 0.30 for the specific heats of the cooling air and the exhaust 
gas, respectively, and by the use of air properties in place of 
exhaust-gas properties for determining the heat-transfer coefficient 
of the exhaust gas.· Calculations showed that these substitutions 
have a negligible effect on the accuracy of the resluts. 
The detailed procedures and charts, based on the d~rived equa-
tions, permit the determination of the proportions 'of an exhaust-
pipe shroud that provides desired or maximum cooling of an exhaust 
installation for both parallel-flow and counter'-flow systema. The 
procedl~es for the initial choice of a sillGl~-segment s~Toud are 
extended to ' multisee;ment shrouds for the 'case in which deslred 
cooling cannot be realized with a single-se€9nent shroud. These 
procedures. are further extended to include the' case in which desired 
cooling cannot .be attained vTi th, a mul tisegmeht shroud of practical 
proportions. For this situation the procectures permit the deter-
mination of the shrouct proportions that provide the maximum possible 
cooling and the determination of the value of installation tempera-
tures that exist vriththat' shroud. The res1.uts of the design 
example, which is included to illustrate the use of the design 
procedures, indicate that in well-designed shroud,s :adequate cooling 
can be obtained with inappreciab~e ' cooling drag. 
One problem of immediate significance for which the equations 
and methods,.of shroud design are believed ' to b:e Cl.irectly applicable 
is the design ' of shrouds ,for" the 'tail pipes 'of jet engines provided 
that the luminosity of the gases in the tail' pije is negligible and 
the cooling air exits to the atmosphere. If the luDnnosi ty of the 
gases is not negligible for jet-engine installations, however, the 
analysis presented in this paper must be extended to include the 
heat transfer to the exhaust pipe by Gas radiation. For installa-
tions in which flaps or ejector pumps are used the method of appli-
cation of the pressure-drop relations to shroud design must be 
mOdified from that of the present method to account ' for the departure 
of the cooling-air exit pressure from atmospheric pressl~e. 
Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory 
National Advisory Committee for AeronautiCS 
Langley Field, Va., June 19, 1947 
" 
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APPENDIX 
PROPERTIES OF EXHAUST -GAS MDTURES .AND AIR 
Status of Data on Properties 
During the present investiGation which led to the development 
and verification by experiments of e~uations for t he design of 
exhaust-pipe shrouds and the development of shroud-design procedures 
based on the equations, certain properties of air and eDLau8t-gas 
mixtures for temperatures as high as 23000 F i.,rere re~uirea. . These 
properties were the enthalpy, instantaneous specific heat, viscosity, 
and thermal conductivity. 
Data existed 011 the enthalpy and. instantaneous specific heat 
of air from 800 F to 2240 0 F in reference 11 and on the i nstan-
taneou.s specific heat, viscosity, and thermal conductivity of air 
from -100 0 F to 16000 F in reference 12. Equations were also given 
in reference 12 for the d.eterrnination of viscosity and thermal 
conduct ivity . Some data on the properties of miA"tlU~es of tw'o gases 
are given in the literature} but only a small amount of data on 
"'i8cosi ty is available on mixtures of Gases i-ri th as many constituents 
as exist in exhaust gas from engines . E~uations for the lnstan-
taneous specific heat and enthalpy of eyllaust-gas mixtures, how-
ever, were derived. in reference 11 based on classical thermodynamics 
and tables of constants included for use in the e~uations. The data 
of Doth references 11 and 12 were based on the work of many experi-
menters over a long period of years . 
In oreter to meet the fore going requirement for the shroud 
des i en investigation values of viscosity and thermal conductivity 
of air from 16000 F to 23000 F and values of instantaneous specific 
heat and. enthalpy of exhaust - cas mixtt11'es from 5000 F to 23000 F 
had to be calculated by use of the equations of references 11 and 12. 
In addition, formulas had to be derived for the viscosity and thermal 
conductivity of exhaust-gas m.ixtures in a. manner similar to the 
der ivation of the formulas for instantaneous specific heat and. 
enthalpy of e~d1a.ust- gas mixtures in reference 11) and values of the 
properties had to be calculated vri th use of these ne,vly derived 
formulas over the same ranGe of temperature as the other ey.lJ.aust-
gas-mixture properties were calculated. The exhaust- gas -mixture 
properties involved properties of individual ~~ses such as carbon 
monoy..ide which ,.,rere obtained for t he most part from reference 12. 
The purpose of this appendix is to give t ables or charts of the 
fore gOing properties and also the Prandtl numbers of air and exhaust-
gas mixtQ~es over the ran~e of temperature indicated and based on the 
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foregoing calcula.tians and data. Details of methods for obtaining 
the properties and the derivation of the formulas for the viscosity 
and the thermal conductivity of exhaust·gas mixtures are included 
herein. Although some of the results have been gIven in other 
papers, these results have been replotted so that all results will 
be in convenient form in one paper. 
The accuracy of the calculated results is 'lmcertain in most --
cases because of the nonexistence of experimental data. Some indi-
cation or the a.ccuracy can be obtained by noting the accuracy of 
the properties of the individual &:Lses in the references from ~'Thich 
they ,.;ere ob·tained and the manner in "7hich calculated data fair into 
the experimental data. As far 8S the properties of exhaust-gas 
mh.'tures are con~erned, regardless of the accuracy of the individual 
gas prop9:~ies, t he accuracy depends on t he exactness of the classical 
thermodYl.!t'1nUc t heory (presumably the best theory to date) which 'WaS 
useo. in ::" 0fere;J,ce 11 and in the present paper. Until experimental 
data are available, the calculated results presented herein are 
considered to be the most accurate available. 
Symbols 
1lc02 .. Il02 b1 a -----
12 
12 
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constants in formula for viscosity of air 
i nstantaneous specific heat of a.ir at constant pressure, 
Btu/1b /0F 
instantaneo~s specific heat of exha~~t @as at constant 
pressu~e, Btu/lb/~ 
instantaneous specific heat of air at conotant volume, 
BtU/lb /,']1 
instantaneous specific hea.t of 1vater vapor at constant 
volume, Btu/lb/~ 
fl~O + fleo - ~leo2 
2.016 




f uel-air ratio 
ratio of absolute to @."Qvltational ~1Il:l.:;:' o:f lJl8ss) Ib /alu(J, 
or acceleration duo to gravity, ft/sec~ . 
heat content (enthalpy) of cooling air, I~tt:,/lb (referred 
to 00 absolute) ' 
heat content (enthalpy) of exhaust €!fJ.s} Il-t\.\/lb (referred 
to 0 0 absQlute) 
constant in equation (A23) 
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constant in equation for kR20 
th~rmal conductivity of GoolinS air, 
. Btu/sec/sqft/or/ft . 
thermal conductivity o:f" exhaust [!p sJ 
Btu/sec/sq ft/Dr/ft 
thermaJ.- c<?nductivi ty Of exhaust- -:.:a s constituents 
(Qesi c~ated by subscriptsh Btu/sec/sq ft/or/ft 
molecular weigl,lt of air (29) 
hydroGen-.carbon ratio 
Sutherland constant in viscosity equation 
te:m:perat1..U'e, °c absolute . or <1f absolute 
exhaust-esas te~Tlorature ~ o.F a!:>solute 
temper a.ture, '1r 
mols of e~laust gas per mol of air 
absolute viscosity of a.i r , slu(!,S /sec/ft 
absolute viscosity of exhaust J8 8; s lu r.s/sec/ft 
absolute viscosity of exhaust- c;as const:Ltuents 
(desi :.pated by subscripts") J sluf53 / sec/ft 
Prandtl number of air 
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co 
(CO) I = 
o I 2 
Chemical Symbols 
mols of carbon monoxide in exhaust. gas per mol of air 
burr-ed 
CO + ~ 
!!loll] of carbon dioxide in. ex.."hau8t Gas per mol of air 
b'J.1':;-:.e(1. 
mC):'s of hyi.."':'og;:m in e::;cb.a 1).:7~ gas ;'sr mol of air bu.1Cned 
moJ.s of i.ater vap~r in ex'.'i<::u,c:; t §-"'1..3 per mol of air bu~ned 
~O + E2 
mol s of water vapor in air per mol of aj.r burned 
mola of nitrOGen in exhaust gas per mol of air burned 
mols of o::qgen required for combustion per mol of air 
owned 
mols of excess oX'Jgen in exhaust fJ3.s per mol of air burned 
mols of oxy~en in air per mol of air b~~ned (0.2098) 
Methods of Obtaining ~roperties of Air 
ED.~haJ.py i a • - The entha lpy for air over a range of temperature 
from eo~) "t~~-2:::l~06 F has been reported in table II of reference lI. 
All erd;i.HJ.py values were referred to a temperature of 0 0 absolute. 
The val·J.91J Given were based on iI1..forml1tion published in chemical 
j01.lTn2 .. J.8 f:t:'run 1933 to 1939; the complete biblioe:;raphy containing the 
infor,rHt::. C)~1. j s &tven in reference 11. These values "mre plotted 
a [;a ins t tf'~. Iperature for use in the present paper in order that all 
of the da eli c ompiled herein w·ould be availalJl e in one paper in a 
convenient manner . 
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Instantaneous specific heat cp . - The instantaneous specific 
-a 
heats o"f air °based on the same -information as t hat for the enthalpy 
of air and over the same ranse of temperatu.1:'e a1'e also g:t. vell in 
table II of reference 11. In reference 12 the instantaneous specific 
heats of air are also ~iven from -1000 F to 16000 F . The results of 
references 11 and. 12 are in excellent agreement for the overlapping 
ranrye of tem,erature. A cv~ve of instantaneous specific heat of 
air over a ran~e of temperatl~e from -1000 F to 2240 0 F ims then 
clravm 'uased on the data of t 1e two references. FUl'ther comparison 
of the oBta of references 11 and 12 with data on instantaneous 
specific heat in reference 13 up to 1600 0 F shovrect the latter data. 
also a [;reed ver~T "rell "n. tIl the other values . 
Viscosity I-lao - Values of viscosity of air for a temperature 
range from -100° F to 16000 1!' haye been reported in reference 12 in 
a table and. a fi Gure . These values "rere based on the work of many 
experimenters and a biblio[:.raphy in reference 12 sives t he reports 
used . The viscosity ,ralues Given in reference 12 i,ere replotted for 
presentation herein . At tem.peratures betio7een 16000 F and 23000 F 
the following formula. gi yen in reference 12 vms used to calculate 
the viscosity values 'olhich were also plotted on t he curve of 





Ta temperature of air , o ~ absolute 
Cl a 00nstant 
C2 a constant 
(AI) 
The constants in the formula "rere obtained from the data given for 
temperatures beloi' 1600 0 F . 0 
Conductivity ka .- Values of conductivity of air are a lso given 
in refer61~ 12°-;;~;:-a temperature range from -100 0 ]' to 1600 0 F. 
As for the viscosity I-la these values of conductivity are based on 
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the ,vork of many experimenters whose r eports are listed in refer-
ence 12. The conductivity of air values given in this reference 
,,,ere replotted for use j.n the present paper . For temperatures 
between 16000 F and 23000 F the condncti vi t y' values i-rere ca lculated 
by use of the fol lowing formula Given in reference 12 : 
The constant Kl ~ms calculated from the data on ~a andka 
for temperatures bel ow 16000 F in reference 12 and from values 
(A2) 
of cVa ' the instantaneous specific heat at constant volume, cal-
culated by means of the following formula given on IJa ge 17 8 of 
reference 13 : 
Cv = 0 .1509 + 0 .0000342Ta - 0 .00000000293Ta2 (A3) a 
where Ta is a ir temperature in '1!' absolute . Values of the con-
ducti vi ty of air for temperatures above 16000 F vere then calculated 
bjr use of equa.tions (A2) and (A3) J the value of Kl calculated by 
the method given, and t he calc~lated values of ~a for temperatures 
above 1600 0 F . The ka values a bove 1600 0 F vere then plotted "r.L th 
the value s belm.; 16000 F . 
Pr8::~tl J:1:v.mber Pr a • - 'Jlhe Prandtl number for air CPaJ..La g Ika 
was calc·).lated for a r ange of temper ature from - 100 0 F to 23000 F 
by use of the values of cPa' ~a' and ka tha t had been deter-
mined for this range of temperat·ure . 
Methods of Obtainins Ex.haust -Gas Nixture Properties 
Enthal py ie and instantaneous specifiC hec t c-p • - Equations 
-8 
for t he calculation of the enthalpy ie and the instantaneous 
specific heat cp of exhaust- [!,"8 S mixtures for any fuel-alI' ratio 
·e 
and hydrogen-carbon ratio of the fuel are Given in reference 11. 
The equations are based on classical thermoo.ynami cs and complete 
details of their deriva.tion are given in t he referen.ce. Tables of 
constants to be used in the equations are included in the refer-
ence. ~1e energy of combus tion of CO and H2 (carbon monoxide 
and hyctroGen, respectively) at the absolut e z ero of temperature "VlaS 
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included in the constants to be used in the enthalpy equations of 
reference 11. These constants "Tere recalculated for the present 
paper ynthout this enere~ . The result is that the enthalpy cal-
culated with the neiv constants "Till be J cPe dTe above the absolute 
zero of temperatvxe. Calculations of the enthalpy and instantaneous 
specific heat were then mad.e i·Ti th the equations, the constants of 
reference 11 for cp , and the new' constants for ie over a r ange 
-e 
of fuel-air ratio from 0.01 to 0.12, hydrogen-carbon ratios from 0 .10 
to 0.20, and exhaust-@9s temperatures from 5000 F to 23000 F. 
It was intended to present faired curves based on these cal-
culations for the entire ranges of exhaust~Gas temperatures, fuel-
air ratiOS, and hydrogen-car bon ratios. I t Ims possible to do so 
for the instantaneous specific heat and these curves are shown 
herein. Since the hydrogen-c~rbon ratio is a constant for each 
fuel, these curves and all the rest of the curves for ex..haust - gas -
mixture properties are pr esented in famil ies of constant hydrogen-
carbon ratio. The accuracy of interpolation for variables between 
the given curves is limited only by the accuracy of the curves 
themselves . Inasmuch as the fuel-air ratio for the stoichiometric 
mi xture varies with hydro ,3sn-carbon ratio betv16en the limits 0.06 
and 0.0 8, the range of fuel-a ir ratio over which appropriate eqvB-
t i ons were applicable vTaS indefinite. Conseqv.ently lean-mixture 
equations Ivere appl ied up to a fuel-air ratio of 0 .06 and rich-
mixture equations down to a fuel -air ratio of 0.08, and the values 
for a fuel-air ratio of 0.07 VTere obtained by cross plotting the 
calculated values a s~ inst fUe l-air ratio and interpolating in t he 
range betvTeen 0 .06 and 0 .08 . I n order to present f a ired curves of 
enthalpy of sufflcient accura cy for use ; the curves would have 
reg,uirec. a greatly expanded s ca.le and consequentl y a very large 
fi gur e. In order to avoid this l ar6e plot, the calculated values 
of the enthalp~r of exhaust gas for the r anges of temperatures , fuel-
air ratiOS , and hydrOGen-carbon ratios are presented in a t able. 
One figure is ~iven simply as an illustrative curve of enthalpy for 
one hydrogen-car bon ratio to ShOiv the variation of enthalpy with 
temperatvxe an~ fUel-air ratio . 
Vi scosity l..Le '- Data on viscosity over onl y a limited ranGe of 
condi tions (reference 14) yTere available for mixt1.l.res of gases ivi th 
a large number of constituents such as are found i n ey~aust-g.as 
mixtures . Mixtures of tyTO constituents are about the only gas 
mixtures usually reported in the literature. An equation ,ms t here-
fore derived for the viscosity ~e by methods which were similar 
to those used 'co arrive at the equations for ie and cPe in 
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reference 11. Thi s equation 'Was then used. to calculate P'e over 
a range of exhaust - gas temperature, fuel-air ratiO, and hydrogen-
carbon ratio . The derivation of this· equation is eiven herein . 
Discussions in r eferences 15 and 16 on the viscosi.tyand 
thermal conductivity of mixed gases may be smmnarized as follow·s : 
For e:rl18ust gases containing no hydrogon the vi scosity of the 
mixtUl"e is very nearly the avera3e of that of the components, 
weighted in proportion to their partial vol umes . The absolute 
vtscosity must be used. for this calcu~ation . 1o1hen hydrogen j.s 
present) the avel"aging process yields too low a viscosity . The 
avera ge viscostty computed by excluding hydror;en f r om the average 
is probably a little too large . The thermal conductivity is 
obtained by an avera Ging p:!:'ocess similar to that for viscosity- The 
result is more nearly correct for thermal conductivity than for 




x mol s of exhaust cas per mol of air 
mols of exha.ust-gas constituents per moL of air 
ph;ysical properties of exhaust-eas constituents 
The equation invol ving ke has been incl uded at t hi s point to show 
its similarity t ,o the equatiori for !le ' The conducti vi ty, however, 
"\-7111 be taken up in the next section . 
The first part of the problem j.s · the determination of the mols 
of constituents per mol of air and e:r~aust-gas mixture in terms of 
fuel-air and hydrogen-carbon ratios . These values are then substi-
tuted in an equation stmilar to equat.ion (Alj.) anc1 a formula derived 
f or !le in t erms of the fuel-air ratio f, the hydrogen-carbon 
ratio m, and the viscosities of the individual gases . Finally, 
values of f.L for the indj.vidua.l ga ses are obtained and substituted 
in the equation for !le o 
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Formulas are given in reference 11 for the masses of e~~aust­
gas constituents formed when 1 mol of air is burned for ranges of 
mixtures leaner than the stoichiometric and richer than the 
stoichiometric. The masses of the constituents are functions of 
the fuel-air and hydrogen-carbon raUoa . Various assumptions are 
made in reference 11 in order to determine these formulas . One 
assumption is that, in the range of mixtures leaner than stoichio-
metric, the fuel is completely converted to carbon dioxide C02 
and water :E3Q0. A further assumption made is that the amount of 
water vapor in the combustion atr is neglilSible and can be dis-
regarded for both the l ean and rich mixtures . The formula for Ile 
in the lean-miJ. .. '"ture range is 
(A6) 
"yhere 
° I 2 mols of excess oXYJen in exha.ust ea s per mol of air after 
combustion 
N2 mols of nitrOGen in exhal~t (~ s per mol of air 
Now 
where 
02 mols of oxygen reQuired for combustion per mol of air 
or 
Substituting eQ~tion (A7) in eQuation (A6) J ives 
(A8) 
From the formulas in reference 11 the followinG f ormula.s "16re 
derivect: 
~ __ J 
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fMa 
CO2 = --"'---12(ru. + 1) 
fMam 
H"O = -----~ 2.016(m + 1) 
:x: ::: 1 + r ___ fl'-1a,rn , ---
L2 ~< 2.016(m + 1) 
wher~ 
f fuel M a1r ratio 
m .' hydrogen-c817bon ratio 






If equatj.ons (11.9) to (AJ2) are Elubsti tutec. :i.n eqm tion (A8), 
the viscosity of the exhaust sas becomes 
1J.a. f (aJ.m + bl) 
-+- . 
Ma. m+l 
· I·l :: --------
e ' 1 fm 
(A13) 
- +-------' 
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In the range of mixtures richer than stoichiometric one of the 
... a ssumptions made is, ,~~a:t ~he con~ti tuente of the exhaust gj:ls are C021 




mole, of oXYGen in air per mol of air (0.2098) 
Equation (A16) t hen becota.es 
From reference 11 t he following equations for the mola of exhaust 
cas and const i t uents were derived: 
12(m + 1) 
. f'MaIll: 
• .-- ·1· II 
2 .016(m + 1) ~ (Al9) 
1320 :: flnMa ~ (A20) 
2.016(m + 1) -
co fMam fMa 2/0 ) H_ (112, 1) 
= 2.016( m + 1) + 6(m + 1) - \ 2. a - -~ 
, 
I ... ,' . (A22) 
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where 
K = 3 . 8 
[K(C02 )' + (CO)' + (H20)'J2 + 4(K -1)(CO) ' (H20 )' 
2(K - 1) 
K (C02)' + (CO) I + (H2O)' 
2(K - 1) 
(C02 ) I = (C02 ) - ( H2 ) 
( CO) I = ( CO) + (H2) 
n% fliam 
x = 1 - (02) + ---- + -----





Substitution of equations (A19) to (A27) in equation (A18) 
leads to the follm'ling expression for !le in the mh.'ture l'anse 
richer than stoichiometric: 
(A28) 
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where 






The viscosities of the individual ga.aes were next a.etermined 
for use in finding the constants al' bl , and so forth in the 
equations for Ileo The viscosities of ~, N2' 02' 002, and 00 
were obta.ined by means of f ormulas and values given in tables in 
reference 12 0 The viscosity of ~O -was calculated by use of the 




T temperature, 00 0 absolute 
S Sutherland. constant (from reference 17, table 1, p. 4, 
S for H20 = 650) 
-
The viscosity of H2O at 1000 0 is 0.2527 X 10-6 slugs per second-
foot. (See reference 15, p. 180, units changed to British eng:l.ne(3ring.) 
This value and the value of S were used in equation (A33) to calcu-
late the viscosity of water at 00 O. Since the value of (~O)oo 0 
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'WaS known, values of the viscosity (jIfer a large range of temperature 
were calculated by use of equation (A33). 
The ccrnstants :J.n the equations for lJ.e were then calculated by 
use of the viscosities of the individual ~se6 and equations (Al4) , 
(Al5), (A29) , (A30), (A3l), and (A32). Thsse constants were then 
used to calculate lJ.e over ranges of fuel-air 8.a."1d hydrogen-carbon 
ratios and temperatures by use of equations (AlJ) and (.1\28). 
Conductivity ke .- No data on the conductivity of mixtures of 
gases w.I. th a large number of canst! tuents were available. Conse" 
quently, derivations of equations for ke in a manIler 1dentical to 
that used for the equations of lJ.e, on the basis of equations (A4) 
and (A5), were made. The derivations led to equations, for the 
range of mixtures leaner than stoichiometric, id.en·[jical to equa-
tions (A13) to (A15) and for the range of mixtures richer than 
stoichiometric to equations identical to equations (A28) to (A32), 
with the exception J0hat every value of I..l in the foregoing equa-
tions is replaced 'l-rlth a k. 'l1J:le constants in the equations for ke 
are denoted ~, b2 , C2, ~, ~, and ~2 'Hhich correspond to 
the constants in the equations conta1nins lJ.e • 
The oonductivities of the individual gases were t:len determined. 
The conductivities of CO2 , N2' CO, 02' and. E2 '\oTere determined 
in the same manner that lias used to determine the conductivity of 
air, which has already been described, by use of the data on the 
conductivities of the individllal &ises at temperatures below 16000 F 
in reference 12, the data. on the viscosities of tho i ndividual eIlses 
calculated in the manner g1 ven in the preceding section of this 
paper, and equations for instantaneous specific heat at constant 
volume given in reference 13 for the individual gases. The con-
ductivity of ~O w.e calculated from the formu1a. 
(A34) 
where 1<2 liaS ob't41ned f'rom reference 15, p. leO, and values 
of c'V'rr_ 'Were calculated frem an equation gIven in reference 13. 
-z0 . 
The values of viscosity IJ.H20 already described 'Were alao used. 
The constants in the equations for ke 'Were then calculated by 
use of the conductivities of the individual gases and equations 
s imilar to equations (A14), (Al5) , (A29) to (A32) with the term ~ 
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replaced 'With k in all in~ces. These constants were then used 
to calculate ke over ranges of fuel-air ratios, JlYdl'ogen-carbon 
ratios, and temperatures fran. equations s1m11ar to equat:tona (A13) 
and (A28). The thermal-conductivity curves were extrapolated 
bet·Neell the fuel-air ratios of 0.06 and 0.08; the. curves are dashed 
in this range. 
x:randtl numb,er Pre .- The Prandtl n~er Cpel-LeB/ke . for .the 
f!1ls mixtures was calculated by use of the values of instantaneous 
specific heat, viscosi~y, and . conductivity that were read from 
faired curves of these properties. Because of the excessive over-
lapping and crossing of faired curves of the calculated Prandtl 
numbers of exhaust ~ses that were plotted for a range of tempera-
ture, fuel-air ratio, and hydrogen-carbon r~tio, the data are pre-
sented in a table. One plot of Prandtl number 'for one ~ydrogen­
carbon ratio "as prepared to illUstrate the variation .of Prandtl 
number ~lith fuel-air ratio and temperature. Values at the' fuel-air 
ratio of O.Cfr were calculated trom the :!nterpolated values of 
specific heat, viscosity, 'andthenaal conductivity. 
Properties of Exhauat.":'Gaa ·Mixtures . and A5:r 
Air properties.- The instantaneous specific heat and, enthalpy 
of air o-ver a range of temperature up to 23000 F ar~ (!;i,ven in , 
figure 18 and ·the viscosity, conductivity, and Prandtl number of 
air up to the same temperature are given' in figu.t'e 19. ' The cal- . 
culated values of viscosity and conductivity above 1600 0 F fair . 
very well into the values below 16000 F (fig • . 19); t..'"'1us " confidence 
i8 provided in the ~ormu1as 'used in the calculations. 
The instantaneous spec~ic heat (fig. 18) varied from about 0.24 
at roam. temperature to 0.29 at 23000 F. Consequently, ' the' v?lue .. 
of 0.24 uaually used may be in error as much as 15 percent. 
The Prandtl number is alao usually assume"- a constant 'With a 
val'll£) ' of about 0.73. Figure 19 show that use of this value at 
room temperatures will lead to 11 ttle error, but its use at high 
temperatures 'Will lead to Bome error because t..ne Prand.tl, number 
falls to a val'll£) of ' about 0.62. . 
Exhaust-&is-mixture properties . " Values of . the enthalpy, ie 
of exhaust-gao miXtures are given in table 6. Figure 20 illustrates 
the type of va:riation obtained ,,11th fuel-air ratio and temperature 
for a hydrogen-carbon ratio of' 0.10. From table 6 and figure 20 it 
ia apparent that the ma:1n change in, enthalpy occurs because of . 
temperature change. 
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The variation of the specific heat of exhe:ust-gas mixtures 
with temperature, fuel-ail' ratio, and hydrogen"'carbon x:.atio is 
given in figv.res 2l(a) and 21(b). lin appreciable change in C:Pe 
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occurs for a 'Wide variation in temperature 8..71d :fUel-air ratio, but 
the change '\dth hydrogen-carbon ratio is nru.ch less. Appreciable 
error could possibly be introduced in a problem dealing with 
exhaust-gas mixtures if a conat311.t value of cPe such as 0.30, 
which is sometimes assumed, is used . 
Curves s:lm1lar to those of: figure 21 for Cpe ' are 81 ven in 
f:igure 22 for the viscosity ~e. Values of !J.a and of the con~tants 
to be used in the exbaust-gas--mixture viscosity eCluations are given 
in table 7 for a temperatlXCe range from 5000 F to 23000 F. Only the 
values of J.J.e far tile extreme- ranges of hydrogen-carbon ratiO, 0.10 
and 0.20, are given in figure 22 because the change in !le -was small 
enough such that interpo1at1ml between the values given for other 
ratios will result in good estimates 01' visCO/3iti~r . 
As stated previously, same data on the viSCOSity of exhavEt-
gas mixtures are given in reference 11~. The ranges of' · .... ::mditions 
for which these data ~.;ere obtained. ivere from 750 F to 890° F and. 
fuel-air ratios from 0.0625 to 0.167. The hydrogen-carbon ratio of 
the fuel used ~-18.S not given. For t he ranges tested the viscosity 
was found to be nearly independent of the fuel-air ratio used. No 
mention is made in reference 14 of the effect of hydrogen-carbon 
ratio on the viscosity !le' Figure 22 shov18 that the viscosity is-
affected to some extent by both fuel-air ra.tio and hydrogen-cerbon-
ratio variations. In order to compare the results of reference 14 
wi th those of figure 22 it "'8.S assumed that gasoline with a hydrogen-
carbon ratio of 0.17, a normal value for aviation ~oline, -was used 
in the tests o~ reference 14. The comparison showed that the 
average differences between the two sets of results varied f:room 
about 3 percent to 4 percent; t!1e experimental values are higher 
than the calculated values. Inasnrach as reference 1)l- states that 
the experimental values can be as much as 2 percent too high because 
of experimental errors and also because t he hydrogen-carbon ratio 
had to be assumed, the agreement is very good. 
Curves of e7~t~t-~s-mixture conductivity ke against fue1-
air ratio for several constant temper atures are given in figure 23(a) 
for a hydrogen"carbon ratio of 0.10 and in figure 23(b~ for a ratio 
of 0.20. Only results ~or t.'l1e t't-TO Hlc ratios are given for the 
same reason that only curves of ~e for these two ratios were given. 
Values for ~7lY intermediate hydrogen~carban ratio obtained by inter-
polation "Will differ ftom the calculated values by less than ~ percent. 
I-
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Constants and values of oonducti vi tJ' of air" ka used in the 
ke formulas are given in table 8 for a range of teillperattrres 
from 5000 F to 23000 F . In the range of fuel~a ir ratio leaner than 
the stoichiometric from 0.01 to 0.06, the conductivity chaneed very 
little 'With fuel-air-ratio chanGe. (See fi gs. 23(a) and. 23(b).) 
Above the ranGe of the stoichiometric mixtu.re the conductivity 
increased rapidly with increases of fUel-air r atio. The increase 
of conductivity with temperature i~S rapid in both the lean and 
rich fuel-sir-ratio ranges. 
Values of Prandtl number for exhaust-gas mixtures, for a tem-
perature range from 5000 F to 23000 F and a fuel-air ratio range 
from 0.01 to 0.12, at a hydrOGen-carbon ratiq of 0.10 are given in 
figure 24 to illustrate the tj-pe of curves obtained. Values for . 
other hydrogen-carbon ratios are Biven in t able 9. 
A surmnary table is ,given below' for easy reference to the 
fi e;ures and tables f or obtaining the properties. 
Property Symbol Units Location 
Enthalpy of air ia Btu/lb Fig . 18 
Instantaneous specific heat cPa Btu/(lb) (~) Fig . 18 
of air 
Viscosity of air I-la slugs /( sec) (it) Fig. 19 
Conductivity of air ~ Btu/(sec)(ft2 )(~/ft) Fig . 19 
Prandtl niMber of air Pra -----~-----~------- -" Fis · 19 
Enthalpy of exhaust gas ie Btu/lb Table 6 
Instantaneous specific heat cp Btu/(lb)(~) Fig. 21 
of ex..h.aust sas e 
Viscosity of exhaust ga s I-le sluc;s /(sec) (ft) Fig . 22 
Conductivity of exhaust ga s ke Btu/(sec)(ft2)(~/ft) Fig . 23 
Prandtl number of eY.haust Pr -- ------------------- Table 9 e gas 
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ErFECTS or APHlOXIMATIONS AND F AIRIOO METHODS ON 
IlESIGI'l Tl!MI'l!:RA1'UR AND :mESSORE LOSSES 
(a) Effect of lUling air propertiell in place of !9l1l propertiee 
DeIl18Jl 
station Percent error due to \l.8e of air prapartiee teaq>eratUX'ee 
Exhaust 8!lS, te 2 0.2 3 0.2 




Exhaust pipe, ~ 2 -3·' 3 -3.0 
(b) Effect of \l.8ing !)Oll.lItant valuee of specific heat in pl.aee of integrated ~ valulIB 
Dee18Jl Percent error due to uee of caurtant 
t empera turllB station value. of specific heat. 
Exhauet 81UJ, te 
2 
-0.3 to 0.0 
3 -0.4 to 0.2 
Cool1ne air, ta 
2 -0.3 to 0.8 
3 -0.6 to 0.5 
1 -0.3 to 0.3 
Exhaust pipe, tp 2 -0.5 to 0.3 
3 -0.6 to 0., 
(c) Effect of fairing method on measured pressure losells 
P«rcent d..,iatim hca. reeulte m orig1na.l. fairing -
method. of ref«rence 6 
Sbraua-se~nt length 
J.r1 tlImet10 xm- Ooinciding 
~ fa1r1ll6 r&D fair1ng 
Ml-'2 t2.0 1.1 -2.0 
M l - 3 t3.0 -1.3 -0·3 
(d) JtN'ect of fa1r1n& method on de.t8Jl t~ture$ 
Dee1SJl 
station temperaturee 
2 Exhaust 81UJ, te 3 
2 Cool1ne air, ta 3 
1 
E:.dlaWJt p1pe, ~ 2 3 
PlIl"cent deviatim !rca re.ults m original. fa1r1ng -
























CAJ£ULATlDlf FORM FaR SHROW ImSIGlf - PARALLEL !'LOil 
,-- -
Step Item1 Quantity Source S,yDbo1 
Factors for design 
(1) Brake horsepover Manufacturer bhp 
(2) Fuel-air ratio Mal:I.ufacturer f 
1 ( 3) ExhaUllt-~-flov rate througjl eo.g1De Manufacturer I II date. or equation (47) We 
2 (4) EmaUllt-gas t~rat=e at IIhroud tmtrance Manufacturer I.S date. and equation (48) tel or e.ne.lytice.l method 
3 (5) EmaUllt-pipe disaete:r (outer) Manufacturer ~ 
(6) Velocity of airplane Perf arDI!IIlce dAte. Vo 
4 
(7) Altitude Perf or.III8.llce date. 
( 8) Emauat-pipe _terial Manufa.cturer 
5 (9) Dell1g1l exhaust-gas teJll!Pe:rature Manufacturer t82 
6 (10) Dell1g1l exhaust-pipe teapere.ture Manufacturer ~ 
7 (ll) Deeign shroud temperature Manufacturer tll2 
Pressure drop available at ehroud entrance 
(12) J'r .. -etreem static pressure (7) and reference 8 Po 
(13) J'ree-8tr~_ temperature (7) and reference 8 To 
4 
(14) J'ree-etr~1IlII density (7) and reference 8 Po 
(15) J'ree-streem dJDam1c pressure (14) x (6)2 x Fco/2 ~ 
l.rt.. are carried in JlS"IIthe8e. to 1nd1cate roy used in calclllatians. 
liA!lP1't:AL ADVISORY 















































TABU 3 - Cootinued 
CALCUlMIOII FORM !'OR SHROUD IlEBJDII - PARALLEL J'I.OI/ - Ccmtinnod 
Step Ital Quont1t7 Source B1Dol Unite 
Pr ... ure drop Anllable> at eMaud entrance 
9 (1.6) Cool.1ng-a1r-tlov rat. Aa..- (.ra:m.te17 1/8 tc 1 of 0)) 11. Ib/e.c 0·50 1.00 1·50 2.00 
(17 ) Croee-NctlOJl1ll. area at 1nl..t Area at straJ.gbt eectlcm at Ai rt2 0·l647 duct otra.1e1>t •• ction .. .- inlet duct 
(18) Leagth or inlet duct otra.1e1>t Mcticm ~ of otra.1e1>t •• ct1cm of 11 f't 6 
.. .- inlet duct 
(19) II,rdraullc d1amoter of inl.t 4 x (17)/Per1-ter of inlet duct D1 f't 0.458 duct etra1gbt 8.ctlc:c .tra.1aht .8otlO1l 
(20) D,'namic pr08eure in etra1gbt eeetlC11 0.00048 X K1.6)/(17))2/0.ll) ~ lb/W 4.98 19·90 4.4·79 79. 62 
(21.) 
"'·0 [(13) - JKioJ om nsar'" 19 .... 0 ~ 0.317 x 10-6 
•• c)(rt) 
10 (22) Il1 0.031 x (1.6) x (19)/ [(17) x (21.)] Il1 135,970 271,940 
(2 3) J'r1ctlan tactat"' (22) _ reroreoc. 9 r 1 0·00512 0 ·001&45 
(24) Friction pree8ure 1088 in .-tra.1gbt- ~ X (18) X (20 ) X (23)/(19) 1II1 Ib/rt2 1.33 4 .62 80ctiCll 1nlet duct 
lib ..... the inlet duct conta1no ..".., than cme otra.1e1>t ooct1011; th. colculot10n0 of 1_(1.6) tc(24)ar 
repeated to dtrterm1ne the pt"eS81l%"e 1088 in Nch etra1gbt •• ction. It the 1.Dta.ke duct ccmta.1na 
beob UJIl/ar d11"tu.ers) eupplementar;r cel.culatlon fon. will be needed. to calculate the pr •• nre 
l.oe •• .1n N ch ~ rm4/ar d1!'fuaar u glveD b,. the eq:uatlCID and .-tbod of atop lD ar the 
e1.ngl..e-HEPBDt d •• ign :procedure . 
I I Bem1 om Ib/rt2 (25) Total pre.1I1IrO <Irop in inlet duct 0.05 x (15) + (24 ) + dUrua .... 
.0&:0-1 6.47 9·76 
lee"_ 
(26) Pl:e .. ut'e drop an.Uabl.. at (15) - (25) lIIaTulable lb/f't2 96.33 93.04 shroud. eDtnnc. 
,-
--
lI~ are carrled in puenth •••• to 1Dd1cate roy UHd in ca1culatlma . 
1IAl.'IClW. ADflS(EY 
COIIIrr'l'n J'CII AI!OOV.1lfICS 
~,910 543,Bal 
0.00412 0 .00392 
9·60 1.6 .10 
~·74 21..24 
88.06 8l.~ 
2·50 0.50 1.00 
124.41 3·50 14.00 
fi79,&xJ 124,4aJ 248,960 
o.oom o.oo:;IU 0.00452 
24·07 0 · 87 3·03 
29·21. 6.01 8 .17 . 






0.317 x 106 
373,4.40 497,920 
o.oo42l. 0.00398 
6.)0 10 ·57 




















TA!a 3 - Ccnt1nued 
CAI.CULA!rI01i FCIUI J'OR SIIllOUD IlBSIDIi - PARALLEL:rIDW - Cont1nued 
Step It.?' Quont1ty Source SyIIboJ. Unite I 
PreS8ure drop 8TallAbb at ahroud entrance 
9 (1.6) Cool1ng-air-flov rata Ao..-d ('~D.IIote~ 1/8 to 1 ot (3)) II. 1b/ •• c 0.:;0 1.00 1.:;0 
(17) CroBe-8ectional area ot inlet ArM of atra1gbt eectl00. ot 
duct ltra.1sbt section ulJUll104 inlet duct "t tt
2 0.2376 
(18) Length ot inlet duct atra1gbt saction Length or atra.1sbt section at 11 tt 6 
.. elaMH1 1nlet duct 
(19) Rydraul1c diameter or inlet 4 X (17}/Pwrimoter or 1nl.t duct D1 tt 0·55 duct straight "action atralsbt 8ection 
(2O) D,'naJIde preeeure in straight aectiOD. 0.00048 x [(1.6}/(17}]2/(14 ) ~ 1b/tt
2 
2·39 9·56 21·52 
(21) 
"-0 [(13) - 460Jand figure 19 ~'o 
81\188 0 . 317 x 106 ( •• c}(tt) 
10 (22) R1 0.031 X (1.6) x (19}/[(17) x (2l)] R1 113,190 226,370 339,560 
(23) J'r1ctlon factor (22) and ret.roue. 9 t1 0.00531 0.00461 0.00428 
(24) J'rlctloo pt"o .. ure los8 in atra.1gb.t- 4 X (18) X (2O) x (23,}/(19) 1II1 1b/tt2 0·55 1 ·92 3·99 a.ctlC1l 1n.let duct 
\/h .... the 1n1.et duct ccmtolna more than one otra1slJ.t .. et1cm) the celeulet1cm8 or 1 tome (1.6) to (24) are 
repeated to determ:1.ne the pressure loe8 in eech etra1gbt 8ect ion. It the 1IItako duct ccmt.a:1na 
benda 8Di/~ d11'tU8er8) 8upplementary calculation forme vill be Meded to ce..lculate the pr ... uro 
loeeoe in each bend and/or d1.ttuee1" as g:l ven b,. the aquatl00 and lIIethod. ot atop 10 at the 
a1ngl.a-.asnent deaigo procedure. 
(25) L LBo'"'"'" llJ/tt2 Tota.l ~.our. drop 1n inlet duct 0.05 x (15) .. (24) .. dit'tuo.r 5 0 _1 5·69 7·06 9·13 
108808 
(26) Pl:-e8a\Ire drop avallabl.e at (15) - (25) man.1lable 1b/tt2 97·11 95·71, 93.67 ehroud entrance 
lytcsu are can-1od 1n parentbeee. to 1nd1oat.e roy UJled in cal.c:ul.at1cma . 





11.83 15 ·14 
90·97 Br·66 




1·69 6·75 15·20 27·02 
0 .317 x 106 
103,71l) 207,560 311,330 
0.00541 0.00469 0.00433 
0·36 1.26 2.62 
5·:;0 6.41 7 ·76 
97·}o 96·40 95·04 
lIIIrIOIIAL ADVllICI!Y 



























'lABIJ: 3 ~ CanUnuod 
CAl.G'ULA.ntIJ J'(ID( J'aB fEROtJD ImSlCZI ~ PARALLZL TLCN ~ Cant1D\16d 
8Wp It.-l Q.ntlq- So ...... ,,..., ""'to 
D .. 1p nrl.bll. 
II (27) Le:D.gtb or ahroud •• pent ... - I rt 18 
12 (28) Sbr<nad 4.b ... ter ........ 
" 
ft 0.,8:3 
9 (29) Cool..1Ja.s-&1r-fiO'WJ'tI.t.e ... .- V, lb/llee 0.,. 1.00 1.,. 2.00 2.,. 0.,. 
Coo~.1.r eoo4JUOIl8 li t. .b.roud ent.n.z:IC. 
(30) 1'rM~.u- ~tian (13) • 0.0000832(6)2 
'", 
or a~ . \29.6 -, .... 
P'n1l.lIre ~OSI 1I:'A.1.lablA 
(29) end. ClIl"'f". ot 4!.:nu.l&ble 
1»{ft2 (31) tar iDUt 4n.crt -ta. lB.a~blA 91 ·ll ~·1' 93·67 90·91 -87.66 91·ll lit IIhro1IIl aDtrexIo. 
..l.ected b,. Rep 10 
(32) Total prM~ at IIhroad (12) • (31) ' . lb/tt
2 72, ·21 723· 810 721·Tr 119 ·01 11'.16 m·21 
.. -
(33) ( ... -.:) (28)2 _ (,)" 0·1299 
13 
(») 1.38lo1,~ 1.3810 x (2S1x (:JiI'/[(32) x (3») 0·""3 
[( .. 2 _ .,2 ) xx., ] 
0 ·30'3 o .• ~ 0.61, 1 ~-.---- o.~ 
( 3') ('" - Pal)/a., ( }Ij ) and. ngure 16 0.01~ 0·01~ 0.1&.0 ------- ------- 0.0086 
(36) Cool1ng-aJr Ratie pr ... ura (32) [1 - 0'») >'1 1b/!t
2 113·1 672.6 588·6 ------- ------- 118·9 at 1Ihroud. .ntrance 
10 o'n CoolJ..D.a~aJr t..-peratar. at (30) [()6)/(32)]o.286 - 10(,0 "1 '7 -32." -39·3 -,0·1 ------- ---- -- - -31.5 ehrour:1 entre.Dc.. 
O~t;;ng eu.ut.-p1pe teIIpo.tat.~ 
(38) v.o .8 (3) .... tabla , 3·'31 
(J9) .",.8 (,) end. table , 0.2'~ 
(OO) [ ".(h, )0.4/ •• 0.8J (") and. t18\1t". 1.\ 0.1,s 
Hoat-traJ:l8ter coe1'1"lcifldlt Btu 0.0l.891 (Ol) 
OIl au ude 0.00113:> x (38) x (00)/(39) h. ( _ c)("2 )(,,,) 
(102) 7aetar depea41Da an ratio (28)/") .... U.,.,.. " ? 1.068 at pipe 41 ... t.r • 
('3) ."..0.2 (7) and. t18ur. 13 0 ·o,a3 0.= 0.0iI99 -- ----- ------- 0.0,00 
" YaO.
8 ("") (29) aDd. tabla , 0."." 1.000 1.383 --- ---- ------- 0."." 
(") ( ..... )0.8 [(28) • (,)] _ table , 1 .033 
(06) ( .. -... ) (28) - (,) 0.,.,., 
( '1) Beat-t.ru.ter coe1'1'1c1ent 0.0",,8 x (102) x ('3) x ("") h, Bt. 0.00373 0.~8 0.00889 ------- -----_. o·cam 
an aJr e1d.e C"l x (06) ,.eIi ," )!'" 
(08) hat .... ~t. (4) x COl) + (311 x ('1) 33·50 33·S! 33·" ------- ------- 33·~ 
('9) he- ... h ... COl) • ('1) 0.0226" 0.02~ 0.0278 ------- - ----- - 0·02l.1 
(,.) Vp.trNa e:zhaut.,ipe (08)/('9) 
'l>l '7 1098 1332 l206 ------ --_._-- ~ t~J'tI.ture 
1:re.- are earned 1D :parent.he ••• to 1.D:Ucato roy \loUd in calculatian. . 
18 
o.(e, 
1.00 1.,. 2.00 
429.6 
95·14 93·67 90·91 
723.810 721·Tr 119·01 
0.1806 
0.21~ 0 ·3lO3 0·~3 
0.03,0 0.0839 0 .1670 
698·3 660.8 ~.3 
-3'·1 -41.0 ""·3 





0.0"3 O.o~ 0.0"99 
1.000 1.383 1·1i1l 
1.0663 
0.l667 
0.00Ir.& O.~ 0.008)2 
33 ·8r 33·76 33·60 
0.02)7 0."'".56 0·0272 
11027 lJ2l 123< 
18 
0 .661 
2.,. 0.,. 1.00 1.!'<) 
429.6 
8r.66 91·ll 95 ·1' 93·67 
11'·16 m·21 723. 84 721·Tr 
0.23<9 
o·,m O.O~ 0 .1688 0.2540 
0·33<, 0.00,0 0.0204 0.01173 
<7,.6 721·' 108.8 687.2 






0.0_91& O.~" 0·0)03 0.0,00: 
2 .081 0."." 1.000 1·383 
1.<)99 
0.208r 
0·0098. 10 .00019 0.OO3&. 0 ._ 
33·27 33·91 33·91 33·&' 
0.0288 .02llD 0·0227 0.0202 
ll" 1610 1093 1000 
I!A%lllIIAl. AJJnll(Itf 







































'rAlIa 3 - Ccat.1Jl,aa4 
CAI.CULAnDII r<RC JIll BIIROIID _ - PARALIlIL ruN - C..,tinued 
.... :r-" Qoant1t;r ........ .,.."., _to 
D •• 1&D ftr1abt.. 
11 (27) J.eaath of erou4 .... at .. .- I n 18 
12 (28) Sbrou4 41-.ter .. .- .. n 0·7lJl 
9 (29) Cool..1.D.g-&1r-fiow rate .. .- v. Ib/ ... 0.:>0 I 1.00 l.", •. 00 2.:>0 
Cool1J:la-a1r ccmd.ltloaa .t ehroud entrance 





Pn .. ar-. 4rop aft!labt. 
(29) .... curT> at: ..... TO.llal>la 
l""-T&1l.abla Ib/n· 93·67 87·66 (31) 'tar lD.l.at cbot eis. 91·11 ~·7' 90·91 at erou4 entn.nce ~b,.~l0 
(3t!) rotal. prMnt'e at ahrO'ud (12) • (31) "', nInO 725·21 723·BII 721·TI 719·07 715·76 "' ........ 
(33) C .. ' - .,' ) (.8)" - (,)" 0.29'1 
13 1.3ao.va~ ()4) 1.}S'x ("\Ix 0>""'/~) x Oll] 0·0673 0.l3481 0·2029 0.2716 0 · 3412 
, rCo.2 - .. " ) x ... ,1 
(3,) ("" - Pa')/"" ()4) .... t~ 16 0.00311 0.01290 0.0098 0."", 0·0896 
(36) Cool1Dg-dr .tattc ~ (32) [1 - (3,~ 
'a, Ib/tt
2 722·8 71.\·3 699·8 679·. 6:>0·7 at ehraa4 eutnmc. 
1.\ (37) CooUna-e..1r t.-peratur. at (30) [()6) /(32)] ... 86 - 460 ta, ., -)0.8 -32·0 -34.1 -37·2 -4l.8 -_. 
UpetrMa .xJ:aU8~lpe ~:rat\lN 
(38) v.o .a (3) and tabla, 3·'31 
(39) .. 1.8 (,) .... tobla 5 0.2456 
(40) [ ,,(Pr. )0 .4/ ... 0.8] (4) .... t~ 1.\ 0.758 
.... t~ .. ~ci_t Bt_ (41) 
... a1u 0.00173' x (38) x (40)/(39) h. ( ... )( n 2 )(.,) 0.0lB91 
("') h.ctar Upc.41.a,g c.:l I"&UO (.8)1(5) ... tt ..... " ~ 1.l61 at: ..... u---. 
(43) 
" 
... 0.2 (37) .... t~13 0 . .,.. 0·0503 0·0503 0.0500 0.0501 
(") v.o.e (29) .... tabla , 0·57' l.000 1·383 1·7"1 2.081 
(4') Co. • .,)0 .8 [(28) • (,)] .... tabla , 1.133 
(46) C ... - .. ) (28) - (,) 0.2517 
(~) x..t-tl.wM1'e:r occt't1C1ct 0.01.:128 x (102) x (H) x (") Btu 0.001~ 0 .00433 0 .005U ~.006:>0 • air .ide (") x (46) ha ( ... )(tt'!)(.,) 0.00313 
(48) b.t. + bat.1 (") x (",) • (37) x (Iq) 33·98 n·9" 33·89 33·BII 33·76 
("9) ..... (.,) • (Iq) o .0G!071 0 ....... 1<>.0032" 0.00"3' ~."'" 
("') .".-.._..,1 .. (48)/("9) 
... 
., 1641 1540 1.58 1390 1329 --, .... 
-_. 
-
~t4rt. a. 0iIrrl.t .t.a. ~ to 1M1cat.. :row -.4 1A oaJ.c.latlCM. 
18 
0·7,. 
0.:>0 1.00 1.:>0 •. 00 .. ", 
'29.6 
91·11 ~·7· 93·117 90.9: 87·66 
725·21 723·BII 72l.TI 719·0; 71'·76 
0.= 
O·05:JrC 0.lll5 0·1678 0.22'7 0 .• 11>3 1 
0.0022 0.0088 0.0000 0.0366 0.0,9/1- ! 
723·' 717·2 706·9 692·0 672·' 
-)0·7 






0.""", 1" . .,.. 0·0503 0·0503 0.0500 
0·57" 1.000 1.383 1.7·'-1 
l.167 
0.2937 
0.001'3 .00266 \0.00367 0.00,"", 
33·99 33·~ n·1I! 33·88 
!o.'-' ·cam ·00258 .003'3 




















~ 3 - C_1mIod 
CAI.CtJLAnar l'QBI( 7<1l SIIROUD IlISIllIf - PAll.U.LKL rIDl - C""t1lme4 
st.p I_1 Qum>t1~ So .... .,. stab<>1 1In1t. 
Dovnatreea exhaUllt.-sa' tellP8rat.U7e 
8 ('1) :..i •• tnt,. at eaaut (8) _ 1.1 teat ...... 
' p 0.70 pipo 
(~) (tn. - tal ) (,a) - (37) 1:530 1371 1261 - ------ ------- 1:593 
('3) (~ llOOt {[(:5Q) • l!6o] /lOO? l.II6,9aJ =,660 n , 04O ------- --- .. --- 168, 470 
(~) ('fa1 /lOOt {[(37) • l!6o]/lOO}~ 334 312 263 ------- ------- 337 
(,,) Ba41ut b.Mt--tranater 0.~8x('1) X [('3) - (~)]/(:;<2) h,. Btu 0.00322 0.00251 o .Q02O.II ------- --_ .. --- 0 .003~ cod"tlclClt ( ... )(rt2 )( "7) 
(56) k~h,. ·t) 1 1 196.~ l64.2 ~.~ ------- ------- 211 ., .-(47) • (,,) ("1) 
(11) "'-pl/(ep.V. ) 10.47 x (5) X ("'7)/(3) 17.86 
16 (,s) ~.V.fopaVa 1 .25 X (3)/(29) t U.lll 6.0:5 4.033 ------- ........ _- 12.10 
(59) co (m [1. (,8)] /(56) 1.1890 0·7671 0.622, ------- ------- 1.JD64 
(60) 
'" 
.(59) 3.28)8 2 .153' 1.1l636 ----- ... - ... ----.. 3·02' 
(61) t'1 - ta (~) - (37) 1833 1840 1e" ------- .. ------ 1832 
(&2) (tel - ta1) /"" (61)/(60) ,,s ~ 997 ------- ------- 606 
(63) zt"1 + tel (") X (,8) • (37) 21J~ 1O,a,o 7220 ----_ ... - .. ------ 21,748 
(64) 
----.-
__ t ... [(&2) • (63)] / [1 '. (,8)J t"2 or 1703 1660 l&l9 ....... ---... ------- 1706 
Dovn.treaa oool..1DQ-a1r teClp&re.ture 
17 (~) - ....... ~ ___ t .... (,8) ~ .) - (64)J. (37) t"2 ., 1141 807 632 ------ ---- 1106 
DO'ltIl8treaa uba~lpe t.e.perat.ure 
(66) h.tci • lIa"'2 (~1) X (64) "" ('>7) x (~) 36·", 36 ·&2 36·~ ...... _-... - ... ---- 3'·32 
18 
(67) -----pipo (66)/(~9) ~ ., 1610 l442 1310 -----_ .. ------ l£i29 
---.... -- ----- -- -
1x~ U"e ocrr1e4 1D~. to 1DU.eate roY...t 111 oal..culatiou. 
0. 70 
lJIf:c! l363 
126, 870 1OO , ~0 
327 30' 
0 .002908 0·002~7 












12116 1233 l.6I!o 1:;<26 
112,~ 68,030 18),'90 145, 340 
"'76 214 339 332 
0.002l~ 0.001856 0.00375 0.00319 
148·3 138.4 221 .0 1~.6 
3·~ 2.~ 12.1 6.0:5 
0·'S,3 0:4413 l.o,ll6 0 .6438 
1.~ 1.", 2.8Il2 1..904 
18:;<2 1878 1831 1833 
1140 1208 63' 963 
~ 4278 21,7,a 1O,~ 
l&l3 1.604 1709 16n 
484 379 1070 7ll 
3~·72 34 ·24 3~ .67 3" ·~ 
1275 1191 l643 1,1, 
_1...-.. 
IIAnOIAL ADI"llIlKI 






177·0 l1i! .6 
17.86 




































TAJruI 3 - COIltimled 
CALC1.JIAn0ll J'ClRM J'OR 9IIl!01ID mBlCII - P,IRAl.U:L rww - COIlt1n ..... 
step 'l Iu-l QuantiV' 1 SolIroe 1 Spobol 1 1In1t. 1 
DOVDJIi'.reaa exbauet-gal temperature 
8 (51) EalIs1v1t1 of exhalWt (8) ODd 11 t«rat ..... ' p 0./0 pipe 
(:'.'!) (~1 - tal) (50) - (37') 1672 1m 11,92 ll12T 1371 
(53) ( Tpl /lOO )a. { [(50) + 1,6o}/lOO}4 194,6:50 160,000 13',330 ll7,130 u.!,43O 
( ~) ( Tal lOO)'4 {[(37) + I,6oJ /lOO}4 339 336 329 319 3<>4 
Radiant he&t~er 
o .()()()()48x (51) X [('3) - ('4)] I(:'.'!) Btu (" ) coe1'tlc1ent II,. ( •• c)(t't2 )(".r) 0·~391 0.00341 0.00)011. 0 .0a27' 0.00I!5O 
(56) (~~II,.+t) 1 1 228.0 205·7 188.6 17,·0 164.0 +-(47) + (") (.1) 
(57) ~l /t,cP.w.) 10 .47 x (,) X (27) /(3) 17.86 
16 
(58) 'O.p.W~OpaWa 1.2, x (3)/(29) Z 12.1 6.0, •. 033 3·02, 2.1>2 
('9) .. (57) [1 + (,8)];(56) 1.0260 0.6121 0.4764 0.4109 0 .3726 
(60) 
" 
~(~) 2·790 1.841> 1.610 1.508 1·.52 
(61) t'l - tal (4) - (37) 18)1 1832 1834 1837 181>2 
(~) (tol - tal )!" (61)/(60) 656 993 ll39 1218 1269 
(63) Zt'l + tal (a.) X (58) + (37) 21,7~ 1O,a,8 7'220 ,a.o8 .3" 
(61)) Dowatree:a .:ma~-SU [(~) + (63) J/[1 + (,8)J t"2 ".r 1710 l66l ~ l646 1632 ~~ 
DOIIl1O_ cool1z>a-a1r terr.pol'llture 
17 '(~) D""",,_ cool1.ug-a1r (,8) [(4) - (61))]+ (37) ~ ".r 10:>8 688 ~ 1,28 361> ~-. 
Downatr.eA exhauet-plpe tlM1'lP8l'ture 
(66) ~t"2 + h,.~ (.1) X (64) + (47) X (~) 34.2. 33·94 33·69 33·46 33·23 
18 
(87) __ uba .... t"ipo (66)/(·9) tp.z ".r ~3 ~ "~ 137. 1308 ~~ 
~W1'Ii .... oarr1ed in __ a to 1ll41eato !'O'I' u04 in ee.l.culoti_. 


















1606 153' 147' 
171,160 148, lib 130,320 
337 333 ~ 
0.00357 0.00324 0.00296 
nJ·3 19f ·7 184.8 
17.86 
6.0, 4.033 3·025 
0·5903 0.4~, 0 ·3890 
1.8J:5 1·576 1.476 
1832 1833 1835 
101, ll6lo 1244 
lD,a,a 7221 ,.12 
J.68II. l¥7 u;,4 
670 503 a.D7 
33.~ 33·37 33·16 
1"9 "78 l.409 
KAfilIIAL AIWlllCJ!Y 




























UBLB 3 - Canc1uMd 
CAI.C1lIMDm J'ORM FOR SHROUD IZSlllI' - PARALL1!L YWIl - COIlc1uded 
Step I~ Quomtit;r Source S1JIbo1 lIn1to 
Coolt.ae-alr presaure drop 111 IIIhroud. 
(68) Sbrotld dWIoter {S.Locted troll critical t_nl- d. tt -------- --------ture plote 8QCb that no lJ..a1t1n43 19 t«Ip«rature 1.8 exceeded, a8 per (69) Cool1ng-e.1r-fl.cnr ro.te 1natruct1ona in step 19 "a lb/ .. c -------- --------
(70) Upll'treall cool.1.ns-e.1r .tatic preerare } Pal l b/tt2 -------- --------(68), (69) and cun.o (71) 11pot.reoa cool.1ng-1!.1r t_raturo plotted a9' 1nJIt tal or -------- --------"a 
(72) Dowa_ cooUng-air ~. ~ or -------- --------
(73) D<nal8treea cool.1ng-a1r stetic prelSure P~ • Po • (1.2) p~ 1b/tt2 
(74) 11potroea cooUng-e.1r deno1 t:r 0.~83 X (70)/ ~71) + 460J Pal olU1!1l/tt -------- --------
(75) DovnIItrema coollng-a.1r <leu1 t,. 0.~3 X (73)/[(72) + 460J P~ olugo/tt -------- --------
(76) ( Pal ) 1 + [(74)/(75)J -------- -- .. -----1+-
P"2 
(TI) 11 1 .8 (69) and table 5 -------- -------a 
(78) (4.0 + ~)1.8 [(68) + (5)J and table 5 -------- --------
20 (79) (d. _ ~)3 [(68) - (5)]3 -------- --------
(8:» .. 0 .2 (71) and figur. 13 .. ------- --------
(81) :l"rlet101l pressure drop refen-ed 0.0~9 X (27) X (76) X (TI) X (8:» 
°a1 6Pr l b/tt2 -------- --------to standard. deIUli t,. (78) X (79) 
(~) Pal [2 X (74)/(75)J - 1 -------- --------2- -1 
~ 
(83) ,,2 (69)2 -------- --------a 
(BII) (~ + 4,,)2 [(68) + (5J]2 -------- --------
(&.;) (~ - 4,,)2 [( 68) • (5)J 2 -------- --------
(86) Heat1n8 and eXi t1.ng pre .. ure drop 0.32811 X (~) x (83l/ [<84) X (&.;)J O'al (lIlb + ill.) 1b/tt2 ----- .. -- --------r~ erred to standard dena1 t,. 
(ar) Total pressure drop rerelTed (81) + ,86) Gal a: 1b/tt2 -------- --------to atandard density 
(88) Cool1.ng-air pressure drop ill ehroud 0.002378 X (ar)/(74) Ill! lb/tt2 -------- --------
lxte. are eerr1ed in pe.re:athe •• e to 1nd1cat.e roY used 1n ca.lculat1(:IIW. 
lLI!rIOlIAL ADVISORY 






















































NACA TN No. 1495 
CALCULATIOII J'QRM FClR SllROUD IlESIlllI - C01llITERP'LOII 
Step It.1 Quantity Source 8,001 Unit. 
hotore tor design 
(1.) Bralte horsepower MD.n~acturer bhp hp 
(2) Fue1-air rat10 Manotacturer t 
1 (3) Jl:rhau.et-gu-tlOY rate throusll engine Manotact urer '. ~ta or equst10n (47) We 1b/.ec 
2 (4) Exhaust-SUI terape2"ature at shroud Manufacturer ' . data and equat101l (1,8) tel or e:atre.nce or ~1ca1 method 
3 (,) Jl:rhauot-plpe diUlllter (outer) Manotacturer ~ tt 
(6j Ve10cl ty or airplane PerlarlDllDCe data Vo tt/.eo 
4 
(7) Al.t1t~ Pert~e data tt 
(8) Jl:rhau.et-p1pe _ter1al Manufacturer 
, ( 9) De.1SJl e:rhau.et-gu t_ratare Manotacturer tl2 or 
6 (10) De.1SJl e:rhau.et-plpe temperature Manufaoturer tpl "J' 
7 (11) Deo1SJl shroud ta;perature Manotacturer t'l or 
Pressure drop 8Ta1lable at shroud &utrance 
(l2) Free-stream _tatic pressure (7) and reter..,ce 8 Po 1b/tt2 
(1.3) J'ree-.tr .... teaoperature (7) and ref.rance 8 To or abo 
4 
el_/tt3 (14) Free-.troaJll. denaity (7 ) and reference 8 Po 
(15) J'ree-.tr""", dynaaic pree8urtl (14) X (6)2 x ., co /2 
'ico lb/tt
2 
9 (16) Cool1Il8-a1r-tlav rat. A .. _ (a~ox1Aately 1/8 t o 1 or ( 3» Wa 1b/eec 
(17) eros.-oecticmal area ot inllt-4uct Ar .... or .tralght lectlan Al tt2 otra1~t .ecti"" ot u ...... d inlet duct 
(18) Lcgth or inlet duct otraight .eotl"" LoiD(Ith or .trai ght ,"ctlcm 11 tt ot us.-d 1nlot duct 
(19) IIydraullc di .... ter or inlet duct 4 X (17)/l'e~ter pt l nlet D1 tt otra1ght sectlon duct .traight •• ot1on 
(20) llynam1c praesure in straight .ectlon 0 .00048 X [( 16)/(17)]2/(14) ~ 1b/tt2 
(21) l1ao [(13) - 460J and tigure 19 l1ao ~ (eec)(tt) 
(22) R1 0 .0) 1 X (16) X (19)/ [( 17> X (21)J Rl 
10 
(23) Frictlon tactor (22) and reterence 9 tl 
(24) Fr1ctlon pree.ure 10 •• in .tralght- 4 X (18) X (20) X (23)/(19) LlII1 lb/tt2 
.ectl= 1nlot duct 
Wh.re the 1nlot duct'conta1ne mare than one .tra1ght .ectlon, t he calculatlon. or ltems (16) to (24) 
ere repeated to determine the pre •• ur. 1.08. in each .tra1ght .ectlan. It the intake duct conta1nl 
bendIJ and/or diffusere) .\Jl>P1eaente.ry calculat10n tarms will be n .. ed .. d to calculat .. th .. pr ••• ur .. 
1.0 ..... in each bend and/or d1ttuser u given by the eqUlltlcn and IIethod ot .tap 10 ot the 
aiIl8l.e-.e_nt dee1SJl proced"" ... , 
(25) Tctal pree."". drop 1n 1nlot duct 0.05 (1.5) L I Band and + (24) + ditfuser 
loII •• s 
lliIe-2 
(26) Pre •• ure drop avan.bl.e at shrolld (1.5) - (25) lliIava1iab1. .. entranco 
1.Items are carried in parenthe.e. to lndicat. r ov used in calculatione. 
NATIONAL ADVISORY 




82 NACA TN No. 1495 
=z 4 - Cont1Jlued 
CALC1ILArlO1l J'OIlM J'OB SllROOD IlIWlOlI - COUJrl'EIIJ'LOII - Cont1Jlued 
step n.-l Qum>t1t;r Sourco s,.bol Unit. 
Design T&r1ablea 
II (27) J.ongth or ohrOlld .o""",t MO_ l tt 
l2 (28) Shroud <Ua.1;er A .. _ 
"-. tt 
9 (29) Cool.1ng-air-tlov rat. MO_ lIa lb/.ec 
Cool.1.ne-«lr cClldltlooe at ahrou.d entrance 
(30) h .. -.tr .... rlagDation t_""tul"e (13) + 0.0000832 (6)2 Tot or abo 
( 31) Preel!lll"e c1ro}:I available at ehrOtad CltrancO (29) and ~. or liIavUl.abla far 1Jllot li!a vallobla lb/tt2 4¥t .. lectad b;r .tep (10) 
(32) Tota1 pr •• 1IUre at ahroud entrance (l2) + (31) 11"2 lb/tt2 
13 (33) "-.2 _ ~2 (28)2 _ (,)2 
()4) 1 .384l1a~ /~ "-.2 - ~2 )x ~J 1 .384 x (29) x (30)1/2/[(32) x 03U 
0,) (~ - P"2)/II"2 (34) 0IId figar. 16 
(6) Cool1ng-air eta.tlc prelll12re at ebroad eb:trance (32) [1 - (35)J P"2 lb/tt2 
L\ (37) Cool1ng-air ~tw:. at ohroud entrance (30) [ ( 36)/(32)J 0.286 - 460 t"2 "I' 
Dawnstr .... _uat-eao temperature 
(38) 11 0 .8 
• 
0) 0IId tabla , 
(39) ~1.8 (,) 0IId table 5 
(loo) ~(Pra )0.4/llao . 8 (4) and figtZre L\ 
(41) 0 .00173' x (38) X (100)/(39) Btu lI .. t-tranofer oooffici ... t on !!JI.O 0148 h. (lOc)( ft2 )("J') 
(~) J'actar 4opoD41ns all ratio of pipe .uo-tero (28)/(,) and figtZre 15 '1 
(1'3) ~ 0.2 a ( 37) and fi III'" 13 
(44) 11 0 . 8 
• 
(29) 0IId tabla , 
15 (4,) (do + ~)O.8 [< 28) + (5)] 0IId tabla , 
(~) ("-. -~) (26) - (,) 
O.01~6 x (~) x \43) x (44) Btu (47) Iloat-tranofer ooo!!ici ... t on air 014. (4,) x (~) h. ( o.c )(ft2 )("1') 
(46) h.te1 + ~t"2 (4) X (41) + (37) X (47) 
(1)9) he + ha (41) + (47) 
(50) _tr ... o:thau.ot-p1pe t--.ture (46)/(49) ~ "I' 
6 (,1) lIIIi.oirtt,. or .:thau.ot pipe (6) and 11 t eratur. 'p 
(52) (~ - t"2) (50) - (37) 
1, ('3) . ( TP2 / lOC )4 {[(50) + 46oJ /lOC}4 
(51)) ( T"2/lOC )4 {[(37l + 46oJ /lOC}4 
1rt .. are carried in parenth.e.a to 1ll41cate rev uod in cal.culat1cma. 
---- - ------------------------
NACA TN No. 1495 
Qaant 1t ;r Sourc. _to 
R&d.1ant hee.t-tranefer co.tttcient Btu 
(:l6) ( .... !~ + t ) 1 1 ---- +-( 107) + (,,) ( 101) 





(63) z - . f (;I) - (60) 
(610) 
16 (~) te, 



















u,.tr.a eool1De-a1r .tot,. _..... } 
~ oool1ng-a.1r ~twre 
DowMItn.a cool.1J1g-a1r "t4IIIp«ratur. 
1r1oUoo J)r ....... drop roronoot to 
~a..a.lt7 
x.tiDg «DIll n::2:\1J:I.g ~ ..... 4rap 
r..r~ 1:.0 .taD4ar4. u-t'T 
h .. (68), (69), ... 
OmoTe. Jllott.M. ~t 
V. 
(69) ... toblo , 
L(68) - (,)J 3 
(71) .... ~1 __ 13 
0.08f9 x (27) x (76) x (TIl x (So) 
(18) x (19) 





' .. ~Pt 




If 0 1 
0.2 0.2759 0.2869 
·3 .3817 .3918 
.4 .4804 .4900 
·5 ·5743 ·5835 
.6 .6645 .6734 
·7 ·7518 ·7603 
.8 .8365 .8449 
.9 .9192 .9273 
1.0 1.000 1.008 
1.1 1.079 1.087 
1.2 1.157 1.165 
1·3 1.234 1.241 
1.4 1.309 1.316 
1.5 1·383 1.391 
1.6 1.456 1.464 
2.0 1.741 1.810 
3·0 2.408 2.472 
4.0 3·031 3·092 
5·0 3·624 3·682 
6.0 4.193 4.249 
7·0 4·743 4·797 
8.0 5.278 5·331 
9.0 5·800 5.851 
10.0 6.310 6·360 
0.2 0.05519 0.06026 
·3 .1145 .1215 
.4 .1922 .2009 
·5 •• 2872 .2976 
.6 
·3987 .4108 
·7 .5262 .5396 
.8 .6692 .6843 
·9 .8272 .8439 
1.0 1.000 1.018 
1.1 1.187 1.207 
1.2 1.388 1.410 
1.3 1.604 1.626 
1.4 1.832 1.856 
1.5 2.075 2.100 
1.6 2.330 2·357 
2.0 3·482 3·802 
3·0 7.225 7.664 
4.0 p.126 12.677 
5·0 ;J..8.119 18·m 
6.0 25·158 £5.918 
7·0 33.203 34.062 
8.0 42.224 43·179 
9.0 52·196 53.244 
10.0 63·096 64.236 
NACA TN No. 1495 
TAm.E 5 
VALUES (g If RAISlID TO Tm: 0.8 AND 1.8 POWERS 
2 3 4 5 
y{J.8 
0.2978 0.3(>86 0.3193 0·3299 
.4019 .4119 .4219 .4318 
.4996 ·5091 .5185 ·5279 
·5927 .6018 .6108 .6199 
.6822 .6910 · .6998 ·7085 
·7689 .ro4 .7859 .7944 
.8532 .8615 .8696 .8781 
.9355 .9436 .9517 ·9598 
1.016 1.024 1.032 1.040 
1.095 1.103 1.111 1.118 
1.172 1.180 1.188 1.195 
1.249 1.256 1.264 1.271 
1.324 1·331 1.339 1·346 
1·398 1.405 1.413 1.420 
1.471 1.478 1.486 1.493 
1.879 1.947 2.015 2.081 
2·536 2·599 2.6~ 2.724 
3·151 3·212 3.272 3·331 
3·739 3·797 3.854 3·911 
4·304 4·360 4.415 4.470 
4.851 4.905 4.959 5·012 
5·383 5·436 5·488 5·540 
5·902 5·954 6.005 6.056 
6.410 6.461 6·511 6·561 
;..8 
0.06552 0·07096 0.07663 0.08247 
.1286 .1359 .1434 .1511 
.2096 .2189 .2281 .2376 
.3082 ·3189 .3299 ·3409 
.4230 .4353 .4478 .4605 
·5535 ·5675 ·5816 ·5958 
.6996 .7151 .7306 ·7464 
.8606 .8775 .8946 .9ll8 
1.036 1.055 1.073 1.092 
1.226 1.246 1.266 1.286 
1.430 1.452 1.473 1.494 
1.648 1.671 1.694 1·716 
1.880 1.904 1.928 1·952 
2.125 2.150 2.175 2.201 
2.383 2.410 2.436 2.463 
4.134 4.478 4.835 5.204 
8.115 8·577 9.050 9·535 
13·239 13.812 14.395 14.989 
19.445 20.123 20.812 21.511 
26.687 27·467 28.257 29.057 
34.930 35·808 36.696 37·594 
44.143 45·117 46.100 47·093 
54·302 55·359 56 .446 57·531 
65·386 66.554 67.711 68.888 
6 7 8 
0·3404 0·3508 0·3612 
.4416 .4514 .4611 
·5373 ·5466 ·5559 
.6289 .6378 .6468 
·7172 ·7259 ·7345 
.8029 .8113 .8197 
.8863 .8946 .9028 
.9679 ·9759 .9640 
1.0i!8 1.056 1.064 
1.126 1.134 1.142 
1.203 1.211 1.218 
1.279 1.286 1.294 
1.354 1·361 1.368 
1.427 1.435 1.442 
1·500 1.507 1·51"4 
2.148 2.214 2.279 
2.786 2.848 2.910 
3·390 3·449 3·508 
3·968 4.024 4.081 
4.525 4·580 4.635 
5.066 5·119 5·172 
5·592 5·644 5·696 
6.107 6.158 6.208 
6.611 6.660 6·710 
0.08850 0.09472 0.1011 
.1590 .1670 .1752 
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Figure 1. - Illustration of a shrouded exhaust-pipe system in an airplane. 
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Figure 3. - Schematic diagram of experimental exhaust-pipe-shroud 
test setup. 
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1 Cooling-air thermocouple 
2 Pressure rake consisting of one 
static-pressure tube, one unshielded 
and four shielded total-pressure tubes 
3 Wall static-pressure orifice 
4 Shroud thermocouple 
5 Exhaust-pipe thermocouple 
6 Exhaust-gas thermocouple 
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Figure 4. - Sketch of typical instrument station showing temperature-
and pressure-measuring devices. 
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o Total-pressure-tube position 
• Static-pressure-tube position 
~ Wall-static-orifice position 
X Exhaust-gas thermocouple position 
D Exhaust-pipe-thermocouple position 
¢ Cooling-air-thermocouple position 
(.....-- ---+- indicates direction 
of traverse) 
o Shroud-thermocouple position 
F igure 5. - Sketch of typical instrument station showing relative 
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Figure 6. - Comparison of calculated with measured downstream exhaust-gas temperatures. 
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I I 1 I 
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Figure 8. - Comparison of calculated with measured downstream 
cooling-air temperatures. (Calculated temperatures based on 
air properties and cor r ected arithmetic mean air temper atures . 
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Figure 10. - Variation of friction factors for the exhaust-pipe-shroud setup and for commercial and 
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Figure 11. - Comparison of calculated with measured total-pressure 
losses for the isothermal and heat-transfer tests. (Calculated 
pressure losses based on arithmetic mean pressures and 
calculated downstream air temperatures based on air properties 
and corrected arithmetic mean air temperatures.) 
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Figure 15. - Variation of the factor ¢ with diameter ratio. 
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Figure 17. - Continued. 
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(g) Downstream cooling-air temperature. 
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Figure 20.- Variation of enthalpy, referred to 00 absolute with 
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Figure 21. - Variation of instantaneous specific heat with exhaust-gas 
temperature for practical fuel-air and hydrogen-carbon ratios. 
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Figure 22. - Variation of exhaust-gas viscosity with temperature for 
0.10 and 0.20 hydrogen-carbon ratios and various fuel-air ratios. 
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Figure 23. - Variation of thermal conductivity with fuel-air ratio for 
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(b) H/C: 0.20. 
Figure 23. - Concluded. 
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Figure 24. - Variation of Prandtl number with fuel-air ratio for 
various exhaust-gas temperatures and hydrogen-carbon ratio 
of 0.10. 
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